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CHAfTHlk I
PiiCBL. . AND PROGEDURifi
Over ten years have elapsed from the tirie of dis
covery of the Dead Sea Scrolls to the tii^ie of the making of
this study. It is clear fro- the increasing volume of
articles and boo^-crj on thu '.^xvirt^n Covenantors who possessed
these scrolls thrit interest in thepi and in their library on
the part of Biblical and theological scholais haa not abated
in these ten yoarn, but rather has incroc-sed. This increas
ing interest is due to the two-fold nature and relevance of
the scrolls found. Old Testament scholars gencially are
interested primarily in the frrg.onts of the biblical text
and books preserved from this Quraran library. As ^^roll,
J-3vlsh scholars are doubtless int erested in recovering the
non-Biblical scrolls in order to understand a part of the
history of Judaism lai-gcD-y lost, at least in detail, up to
nov;. New Testament t^cholars aro interested in the same
material and problems as the Jewish scholars buc probably
more vdth a vio^ to the relevance fcr the Mew Testanent,
I , i FvUbliiiii'i
Statement of the problem. Tho i- rnodiMto purposes of
this study are two: first, to gain a clear understanding of
tho ethical ideal of thti � uriran Covenantors, as it is
2expressed both doctrinally and oxporiontially in thair om
distinctivG, non-Biblical i-^-rltirigs; and, secondly, to com
pare and contrast these findings %n.th tho Biblical ethical
ideal, keeping ir mind that these r)uraran writings arc later
than the Old Testament in composition, and at least possibly
contemporary v ith the K-v TetitameEt in its composition. The
ultimate purpose of this .\-tudy is to ;;:ain a bettor understanding
of the Biblical ethical idoal by v.:ay of this comparison and
contrast .
Iiriportance of the problem . The th'-K)logy and ideology
of the Qumran non-Biblical writings aro obviously closely
related to the Old Test--i!ttont , and at the saino time have
considerable affinit)'' I'dth the cer'tral and dietir.ctivo
elements of Mew Tost-aiiont theology and ideology* Not only
so, hut it is a fact that tho Qumran Ck)VGnantor3 were above
all else seeki.rs after inward and outward moral rectitude �
Theirs was p. r'-^ligicn in earnest, a religion which pornioated
all of life, boinp far more than mere orthodoxy of bell -if.
In the light of those almost self-evident fc'.cts, and the
fact that the Ciuiaran Covoi..inters i-ay t-'o.ll have lived approx
imately coriteapcrary with Christ and the apostolic church,
it is little wondor tkf-t Now Testament scholars have been
groat3-y interestoa in this sect or party of Judaior.], Some
have gone so far as to view the raajor doctrines and prac
tices of Christianity as equivalent to or ovon arising out
3of tho theology and practices of tho Qumran sect. Conse
quently it is of groat importance that devout Nov Tostauent
scholars should attera^.G to objectively assess tho relation
ship of these .Qumran v/ritings to the New Testament. This
study is intended to elv.cidato that relationship in the area
of the ethical ideal.
II. rROO,:D!IHE
Qrgani zaticn of the study . "^he first Jirea of inves
tigation has been the Old Testanent, v;hich vrao tho chief part
at loast of the Scriptures of the Qumran Covenantors. Liko-
vd.se, for the New Testament ^ Titers tho Scriptures were the
writings constituting tho canoni ca3 Old Tostariont, with tho
exception of rare ro'^'^rencos to inter-tcstc rental "Titings.
Following the chapter dealing with the Old Testament othictil
ideal there is a chapter on tho inter-tentamcntal period, in
which the attempt ic made to clarify the sociological and
theological cliuiato of that period, vdth the imderstand! r?.g
that the inter-tostaMer:tol period is the most probable period
cf the existerce of the Qumran sect (c. 168 B. C, to 70
4. D,). Following thir-; is the cb :oter on the Tostsriient
teaching roJstivo to the ethical ideal. This chapter is
intended to sot forth objoctivoly tho Ilew Testareont ethical
ideal and its rcalizatior, for tho pur>:.oso of seeinr: it in
relation to v.-hat goes bofore, that is, the Old Testaraent ajid
intv^r-teGtaniontal toachinrs, and for purpose of comparison
vri.th the Cmiran ethical ideal. This CiUiiran ethical ideal is
set forth in tho chapter which follovrs. In the final chapter
there is found the summary of findings of tho various chapters,
with tho comparisons and contrasts if any, and the conclusions
roach od in the course of the study.
History . . ; prosont status of tho problor.;. There have
been a number of books published on the general subject of
the Dead Sea Scrolls, which are alcoGt without exception
intended as surveys rather than as c>;hau:-tivo studies in any
on J aspect of the scrolls on tho teaching thoroi>i. There
have been an abundance of articles .-.^pfoailng qyqtj year
since the discovery of the scrolls iu tho theological jour-
r.-ols one' periodicals of the riOtare, "��.ritten in more special
ised ar the ,.amran sect a.Vid �. citings , To date, how
ever, the prosont writer has not. seen any one whole article
bearing directly on the subject of this study, i,e,, the
�viumran Cov.nart?rs, with rcferonco to tho Biblical ethical
ideal. There ar.. roioronces in passing to this matter in
t iis lit; raturo, but nothing afe^roaching an inductive study
of the subject, peril ips paroly becaiiso of lack of interest.
Consequently this ?;taay occupi^o j place of importance due
to its subject, if not to tho haiLi^ing of it.
GHAFTER II
THE OLD TESTAI4ENT TEACHING ON THE ETHICAL IDEAL
This chapter is intended as a survey of the Old Test
ament terrdnology and ideology relating to the doctrine of
holiness and the pursuit after perfection. It is not a
minute or exhaustive study of the subject, v'hich, in such a
short coiapass , would be manifestly impossible . It is the
purpose of this chapter to provide a background , by means of
survey , against vhich to better consider the pursuit after
the ideal life and the accompanying teachings on the ethical
ideal as found amongst the Qumran covenantors.
There are five families of words used widely in the
Old Testament which must be reviewed , and the meanings of
which clearly grasped in a study such as this. These fam
ilies may be represented by the Hebrew radicals, as follows:
In addition
the doctrine of the Holy Spirit , as it is reflected in the
Old Testament , must be studied hero.
I. 0)1 p �HOLINESS
According to the law of proportion, whereby an idea
or concept may be seen to bo important in proportion to its
prominence , this family of vrords in the Old Testament is by
far the most important , with reference to the concepts of
6tho ideal liio, in the Old Testanont. Tho words of this
family occur more than 830 times, the most common transla
tion of them being "holiness".^ Of this family tho two
words selected for study as most significant are, ^TP, a
noun , and (i)1p , a verb. The Hebrew and English Lexicon
of the Old Testaraent , by Brown, Driver and Briggs, has
served largely as a basis for this and all vocabulary studies
in this chapter. This family of words, xvith its radicals
p, has been said to be tho priestly concept. It is
interesting to note that by far the greatest number of
occurrences of this family of words aro to bo found in ^x-
odus, Leviticus, Numbers, the Psalms, and Szekiel, and to a
lesser degree in Chronicles and Isaiah,
U)T?P�noun. It sookIS that the basic meaning of
0)1^, as this noun is used in the Old Testament , is apart-
ness, or bettor, sacrodnoss. The origin of tho word is open
to question, but the leading theories are that it means rad-
2
iance, or uoparation, or purity, or a combination of those.
It is clear that in thu Old Testament tho concept of separ
ation is most basic, being central in all cases of the use
^George A. Turner, Tho More Excellent Way (Winona
Lake: Lirht and Life Press, 1952 ), p. 21-22.
2lbid. , p. 22-24.
of tho word. This separation is a separation from the com
mon and unclean, and involves a devotion to the deity,''
First of all there must be noted the fact that this word was
predicated of God Himself, and that in several die-tinguish-
able ways, God was considered holy because He was a God of
mighty acts. In the song of tho children of Israel, after
the deliverance at the Red Sea, that deliverance is
recounted, and the rhetorical question is asked, "I'iho is
like unto Thee, glorious in holiness ((t) HX!])*
fearful in praises, doing wonders?"^ At the beginning of
Psalm 98, too, this Cvjncopt of God as holy in tho sense of
ooinr a unique Power, wholly apart from man, is also
expressed. It is by "his right hand, ana his holy arm
( 7W~7'j^ 7?)" that Ho has done marvellous things,
and wrought salvation for him . However, here, as in a
parallel passage , namely Isaiah 52: 10, God ' s holiness in
mighty deeds is immediately linked with salvation and
righteousness, giving God's holiness a definite ethical
connotation too, God's holiness is also stated with
reference to tho utter inviolability of His vrord. This
particul r aspect of God's holiness is integrally linked
with the covenant relationship in the Old Testament , ^ and
^Itaid , , p. 30,
^Exodus 15: 11,
5sec Joseph A. Boot, Holiness (London: Hodder and
Stroughton, 1S.'^9J , p. 13.
8is especially indicative of tho fact that holiness is of the
very nature of Ood.^ For example, with regard to the
Davidic covenant God assures David, "One thing have I sworn
by my holiness ) , I will not lie unto David: his
seed shall endure forever . , , . "7 Then, too, God's name is
to bo kept holy, i.e., soparato from th� common or profane.
For example, in Leviticus 20:3, Ood declares to aIosog that
Ho will set His face against that man who gives himself to
idolatr}', "to profane ray holy Clj^'J'^) name.'' God desires
His naiao to be kept uniquely separate, and particularly
from that which is earthly and sinful. Both separation and
ethical purity aro contained in this and many other similar
passages.^ So it is a fact that "holiness", is
clearly predicted of God in these two senses, firot, of His
uniqueness or separateness, and , secondly, of His ethical
purity or sacredness above evil.
It is also a fact that the religious concept of
sacredness of places and things and people especially set
apart from tho ordinary, and peculiarly devoted to God , is
dominant in the Old Testament as a whole. Tho children of
"Turner, op. cit . , p. 25-26.
7cf , Amos 4:2, Jeroroiah 23$ 9.
^Cf. Amos 2:7; Psalm 30:4; 97: 12; Isaiah 63: 10-11.
9Israel were taught to spoak of tho celestial abode of God as
"thy holy habitation", using this particular Hebrew word,^
The first significant use of this noun occurs in tho words
of God to Moses at the burning bush, that he was standing on
It was ground set apart as sacred because of God * s presence.
This is true of all places considered "holy" or roculiarly
sacred , such as the tabernacle, and of all sacred things,
such as the ark of tho covenant. Things and people were to
be considered "holy" by thoir connection vith these "holy"
places. For instances, the blood of tho sin offering was
Jehovah" because it was consecrated upon tlio especially
sacred altar of incense before tho raercy seat. Of course
this is ceremonial in nature , But its direct reference to
the presence of a holy God, ethical in nature, keeps ovon
the cerer-ioniol observance of "holy" things from becoming
merely perfunctory and cereraonial. At least, this is v-hat
was clearly intended in tho laws regarding ceremonial
"holiness", -^-^ 7,specially was it true of tho priesthood,
'Deuteronomy 26:15.
^%xodus 30: 10,
llFor example, I Chronicles 23:13.
**holy ground", or "ground of holiness ( (i)"lp"~J7jy7X) " �
to be thought of as "most holy {
who were to be "holy unto their God (
�
* *
�
This statement is to be round in the context of strict
et'nical regulations to govern the lives of the priests.
They were set apart, not simply because of thoir connection
with sacred places or things, as sono would sa^;-, but "unto
thoir God", and so were to bo holy in the ethical sense.
Filling out the uses of this noun, ^TTT^ , there must be
mentioned the sotting apart of tiraes to God, i.e., the
sabbaths and feast days. The sabbath was characterized as
"sabbath of holiness", d) ~T "p
"~
Jl 2L(�) , "unto Jehovah". -^^
P�vo^b. It is well to r^olize that tho word
translated "sanctify" may proporly be translated "hallow",
holiness and sanctification bein;,'; synonymous in tho Old
Testament since they are different translations of the same
word, '''ith tho evolution of language, however, "sanctify"
doubtless has come to express best tho meaning of this verb
(i)*]!"!^* Tho word, of course moans to set apart, consecrate
hallow, "Seven days shalt thou make atono; lont for the altar
and sanctify ( %J]Q)~l"p7) it, and tho altar shall be most
holy ( a^U)ip^C^7-p)".H in tho sa.. passage 1.
l^Lcviticus 21:6 {luzra B:2B),
13 oxodus 16:23, also Nehomiah 9: 14.
14Exodus 29:37.
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illustratod the use of tho word as a hallowing or making
holy by contact, "whatsoever toucheth the altar shall be
holy ((PTJP"^)," Of particular interest in this pascago is
tho prorr\ise added to tho instructions, "I vdll dwell among
the children of Israel, and will be their God," God's
presence, as a God of holiness, is to be tho basis of, and
the fact signified by, the setting apart as holy of places
and things.
The Piel, or intensive, form of this verb is
especially significant. It too means to set apart as
sacred, or to dedicate, but in an intensive sense. So Moses
was instriicted at Sinai to "set bounds about the mount, and
sanctify it { tj-{ U'^, i'7^"� preparation for a unique
� �a � #
� 0
manifestation of God. Incidentally the vholo oinai monifes-
tation of God is of interest in relation to the doctrino of
the holiness of God, Another sense in which this intensive
IS
form was used was in tho "keeping holy" of the sabbath,^
A further moaning of this form of the verb is to honor as
holy. In the indictment of Moses by God rogai-ding the sin
which kept Moses from the proiaised land, God sa^/s, "he
sanctified mo not in tho midst of the children of Israel."
In actuality, v/hat IIosos failed to do was to recognize the
presence of God , as the wholly Other One who yet came
sxochis 20:8; Deuteronomy 5:12
12
down and provided sustenance for the children of Israel,
He failed to honor God as the One from above who caused the-
miracle. There is also the meaning of the Piel, to conse
crate by purification, first, on tho part of man, which
includes the ceremonial and tho ethical, -^^ and, secondly,
the consecrating by purification of men by God� The latter
is possible in such passages as libcodus 31:13, which goes,
",,.that ye may know that I am Jehovah who sanctifieth
you...."-^'^ This latter concept became more prominent as
tho Old Testament era drew towards a close, but it was
potentially present very early,
II. pis � itIGHT iOUSKESS
The '[^IS family of words, used in tho Old Tostamont
to express the ideal in life and doctrine, is perhaps the
second most important family. This family of words in its
main forsns occurs about 500 times. It is found more in
tho Psal'Hs, Proverbs, Isaiah, and Ezekiel, than in the
other Old Testament books. Obviously this concopt is more
closely related to the prophetic ideal than to tho priestly
vievz of holiness, though such does not necessarily imply an
�"�"For example, II Chronicios 29*. 5.
17uf, Leviticus 20:3; Szekiel 20:12, 37: 2g.
l^Turnor, 0�. cit, , p. 32.
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anthithesis between the two. Basically this concept seems
to have moant: the speaking of tho truth; hard, even,
straight; just, right; righteousness and loyalty. For the
purpose of this investigation two nouns have been sol^^ctod,
^ J the masculine noun, and HplS � loninine
noun, the latter of which is investigated orly in the
respects in which it differs from the forraor.
pi �masculino noun. Probably the raost basic
moaning of this word can bo seen in Deuteronomy 25: 15, whore
there is reference to "a perfect and just (p'JST n>0^(0)
weight." The second adjective is the one of interest at
this point, the moaning being rightness or justice. So the
weight was to be a just v/eight, in perfect accord i^dth the
norm or accepted standard, -^"^ A second sense of this word
is righteousness in government. For exa^npie, tho Psalmist
says of God, "Righteousness an ju tice { (^0Uj>b7 P~7S)
are the foundation of thy throne, "^^ Job, in vrostling
with his problenis, declares, "I...will ascribe righteous
ness (pr?i5 5 to my iiakor,"^^ Involved is the rightnoss
and utter dependability and trustvjorthinoss of God in all
19Deutoronomy 33:19�
^^Psalra ^9:14.
2-"J-Cf. Hosoa 2:19; Psaln ^5: 11-13
14
His acts, or racn, Mosos is recorded to have instmcted his
appointed judges to "...judge righteously ( "p"!^ Qjl(0O(ii)
between a man and his brother. Tho motivation and basis
for such justice and rightness in judgment is that "the
Judgment is God's." So it is apparent that God's ethical
rightness and justice was considered the basis for right
ness in tho affairs of human government. Furthermore, tho
Messiah to come -was expected to be a judge "in righteous
ness ( "P"!^ jL)^ k third use of this noun is to express
rightness in opooch, or truthfulness. This is tho moaning
of the Psalmist's conviction about man, "Thou lovest evil
more than good, and lying rather than to speak righteous
ness ( p'7i5^-"^^ Finally, this noun is used very freqiiont-
ly si'nply of righteouonoss as tho ethical right. In such a
manner the Psalrdst writes, "Thou hast loved righteousness
("pTtf ) and hated mckodness { yiO"^), Therefore God,
thy God, hath anointed thee with the oil of s-ladncss above
thy follows. "^^ The strongly othical connotation of the
word is brought out by tho contrast with wickednoss^ In
like manner, in Ezekiol 3'.20-2i^ the "righteous man" and
Doutoronony 1: 16-17.
23 Isaiah l.r. 4-5, also Isaiah 16: 5; Psalm 45: 4-7.
�'"'4cf. Provorbs 12:17; Jeremiah 9:5-
"5psalra 45:7.
15
"righteousness" aro contrasted i^lth iniquity or injuotice,
26
and sin. Another category of uses of this noun is
suggested as righteousness in vindication. For instance,
in Isaiah 41:10, there is the assurance, "...foar thou not
by not dismayed,..; yea I ^d-ll uphold thee with the
right hand of my rightoousnes.s Cp'Jt^)'" '^his aspect of
the use of this noun aprroaches the use of the word .moaning
"holiness", to express God's unique power. Again, this
word "p7? 3 Is used as vindication with the end in view
of salvation. This is a form of tho last use. For example,
Jeremiah, in 23:6, foresees the salvation of Judah in the
days of "tho Righteous Branch", who shall be called
"Jehovah our righteousness So inI.. . ^
Isaiah 62:1-2 righteousnes" and brightness are paralleled by
salvation and a ooirning lamp rosi octively. Such a right oo-.
ness is othical and eschatological , and had sotoriological
connot? tions. These passages aro only typical of many other
like one?., '
� foiainino noun. The first significant use
of this noun, in distinction from the masculino noun, is its
use to express God's transcendence. Job well illustrrtos
this sense of tho v�'ord when he doclaros, "Touching the
S^Hosca 10:12-13; Isaiah 64:5.
27For instance. Psalm 40:10; 119*. 123; Isaiah 5^:^;
Joremiab 23:6.
16
Almighty, we cannot find him out: Ho is ex6ellent in power;
and in justice and plenteous rii-hteousnoss ( Tl'p'TS) ZX"ll)It T �
OS*
he will not afflict." Another use distinct from tho
iiasculine noun is the word itself, in the plural, to
express righteous acts. For instance, in Deborah's song.
Judges 5:11, Deborah refers to "the righteous acts of
Jehovah ( HTTV Sll'^l^) Finally it must be noted
here that this feminine noun is also frequently used to
express righteousness as tho ethically right, and also
something akin to truthfulness, both of which meanings the
masculine noun also expresses.
III. Q.Jb Jl �F^RFiiCTION, INTEGRITY
Tho family of words derived from the root C2>^ Jl is
used about 200 times in the Old Testament, The different
forms of this word carry generally the meanings of integrity
or wholeness, and perfection or completion. It is intorost-
ing that this word in its various forms is predominant
largely in the same books of the Old Testament as the family
represented by the root 0*7 "p , namely, Leviticus, Numbers,
the Psalms and Ezekiel. There aro five forms of this basic
root , all of which must be mentioned, but of which three are
2B
29
Job 37:23. Cf. P-alw 71:19; idcah 7:9.
Cf. Micah 6:5; loaiah 64:5; Daniel 'ilB.
17
most significant*, first, the verb CUT]; secondly, the
masculine noun and what may be described as an
adjective ,
�verb. A basic sonso of tho verb Qj^ is, to
be finished or completed . A clear example of this use is
found in Deuteronomy 31:24, where it speaks of Moses making
an end of viriting the words of tho law in a book, "until
they were finished, . . ( Q-Q xJl "JV ) ." A significant
T -
variation of this use is to bo found in tho Hiphi 1 form of
the verb , which could mean to finish, complete, or perfect
a matter. So it is meant in II Samuel 20:18, in the
quotation from the statement of the woman of the city of
Abel to Joab, who was pursuing Shoba , Abel is said to have
been a place where people brought disputes and asked counsel,
"arid so they ended tho matters ( 'J^SI Pi 'jD^)"" ^�
Abel did not want trouble upon itself, A second slightly
different sense cf thi s verb is tho sense , to be fulfilled .
In Joshua 4: 10 it is said that tho pric. ts stood in the
midst of the miraculously cloven Jehovah "until everything
was finished { Q, ?y ) that Jehovah commanded Joshua to
speak unto the people. . . , " before that event , that is. So
there was a fulfilling of the word of God to the people
through Joshua. Another meaning of the verb is that of
boin.~ finished in the sense of coming to an end , or ceasing.
The use of tho word in this way is clear in Isaiah IS: 5,
with the words, "For before tho harvest, when the blossom i
over ( n "lO^O^-H^) , and the flower bccoraeth a ripening
grape,..." A some^vhat similar meaning is, to be consumed,
exhausted, spent. For instance, in referring to the famino
in Jerusalem as it v/as under soige in Jeremiah's time, the
record goes that Jeremiah was fed "until all the broad in
the city was spent {QJ1'"TV)�" 1^"* this, as all meanings
of this word, there is the connotation of firiolity. So
there is the meaning, to be consumed or destroyed . In
recounting the death of the unbelieving, murmuring gener
ation in tho wilderness wanderings , in Deuteronomy 2:14
there are the word s ,
"
. . .until all the generation. . .were
consumed (QJ^ ?A/ ) from the midst of the carap.,.."^^
A piore positive meaning of tho vorb is, to bo conplcte of
number. hTien Samuel v;as reviewing Jesse's sons, to anoint
a king, he asked Jesse, "Aro hero all thy children?",
literally, "Is the number of children cor.pleto?
{ Q'^iyjn �7>S0nn)". Following directly from this
meaning is the nost significant one for this study, i.e.,
to bo complete, sound, or unimpaired ethically. Ir. Psalm
19:13 the psalmist prays to God to be kept back from
presumptuous sins, for "then sriaJl I be upright ( QJT^X)
30cf . Deuteronomy 2:15-16; Numbers 14:33.
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and I shall be clear from groat tranogression." Here the
othical sense of this word mcaninr completeness ^r sound
ness is foremost, and so is prop'.^rly rendered ''upright".
The causative or Hiphil forM is used in this sonso, too, in
Job 22:3, in a clearly ethical situation, where .self-
perfecting is the sense.
^ '
�masculine noun. There aro at least two uses
of this noun which differ from the senses of tho vorb as
surveyed. The first is its use to express simplicity or
innocence. Of two hundred men who loft Jerusalem vdth
Absalom as he was about to revolt, it is said that they
went "in thoir simplicity ( H -8 ^ ) ; and thoy knew not
-t- *. �
anything." This is close to tho second distinctive sonso
of this noun, integrity. In citing this use of the noun, a
good example is in tho v;ords of God to Solomon, regarding
His covenant WD.th him, that "if thou f/ilt walk before ne in
integrity of heart { UL^JLS C^JlH-)..." certain bless-
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^
ings will result."^ Hero must bo noted the fact that the
feminine noun iJ^S^ also vsignifios integrity, and is
commonly linked with the concepts, ''rightocusness" and
"uprightness" .-^
-ad.loctl.o. Firs., this adjoctlve �ay
Cf. Psalm 26:1; 7^:72; Job 4:6.
32Gf. Proverbs 11:3; Job 2:9; 31:6.
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mean what is complete, whole, entire. In Job 36:4 this
word expresses entirety of knowledge or perfection of knov^-
lodge, and is of course ascribed to God, In Joshua 10:13
the word is used in the statement that "the sun stood still
�
about a whole day ( CL'^^J^ Q.!"*!))," A second moaning
is of that v^ich is whole, sound, or healthful. Thus it is
tho adjective used in describing the sort of la-nb required
for sacrifice, i.e., a lamb "v-lthout blorrlsh (Q'^^^Jp)".
In such a manner it is used about 40 times in tho Old Testa
ment, A third, and most sip^nificant meaning, is a definite
ly othical one, and describes that which is sound, unin-
paircd, having full integrity. In this sonso tlic word is
translated "perfect"' and "upright" generally. In Fsalm
1^:31 it is said of God, "As for God, his way is perfect
(Q''^J^),"33 Of man, Noah is declared to have been "a
righteous (p"*"7^)man and norfoct (Q"*-^^) in his gener
ations."^^ In Psalm 101:2 occurs the expression, *' perfect
heart ( "'JXH3""Qxn jZ-)"j moaning integrity, or full
sincerity of heart. So, too, this is the v/ord usod by
God to characterize Job, in the statement that he was "a
perfect ( QJp) and upright nan," In this manner this
word is used of raan nine times in the Old Testamont, This
^-^Gf, II Samuel 22:31; Deuteronomy 32: 4�
34Genesis 6:9. Cf, Genesis 1?;1,
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adjectivo O.'^^^jR is also ofton used in this sense of
perfect sincerity of heart in connection with the idea of
truth. For instance, in Joshua's exhortation to Israel he
says, "Now therefore, fear Jehovah, and serve him in sin
cerity ( Q"*^jl3.) and in truth,"
� -r ;
I?, Q^(l)� r^AGE, uaiPLKTiiNESS
This root in its vorious forms occurs 224 tiraos in
the Old Testament, It is a quite widely distributed word,
probably due to its various quite distinctive and yet sono-
what related meanings. There are three significant fonns of
the word, the verb CZ^Ci) , the masculine noun Q. ,
and the adjective ^^(i), the latter of which is most
significant for this study. Only the uses of tho verb and
noun v/hich are distinctive from the uses of the adjective,
and yet contribute to the total moaning, are given hero.
^ ^0�vorb. One into rooting use of this verb is
to make good , or to make whole, in the sense of restoration.
For restoration in the matter of tho de^ith of an ox by a
neighbour's ox, the neighbour was to "pay ox for
ox...." That is he was to pay in full for that which was
lost. So, too, the verb was commonly used ivith reference to
35Tumcr, o�. cit., p. 34.
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tho paying of vov.?s.3^ a slightly different sense, the
verb was used to express reward. So Boas said to Ruth,
"Jehovah recompense ( Q ^ (jj^ ) thy work."
-r �masculino noun, Tho distinctive mean
ings of this noun reflect probably tho most basic moaninp; of
the root, i.e., peace. For instance, this noun may moan
vjelfaro, h^^alth, or prosperity. For example, Jororiiah's
eneriies said of hi a, "...this raan sotfKoth not the welfare
{ CllSiD^ ) of t'lis people, but tho hurt."^*^ A slight
variation of this is the moaning, peace, quiet, tranquil
ity, or contentment. In this sense tho noun is frequently
used of the natural death of a good raan. So, in I Kinrs
2:6, there is expressed tho opposite, when David says to
Solomon, of Joab, "...and let not his hoar head go down to
Sheol in noace ( Ci^(j)�Z.)�" Then , too, this \.'ord expresses
sinply peace from war. So it is recorded in Joshua 9i 15
that Joshua "made peace (QLi^(/)) vdth" tho Gibconitos.
�adjective . The first of four significant
usages of this word is to express complotoneso in tho sense
of fulness or perfection. So in Deuteronomy 25:15 is the
expression cited above, "A perfect { fl-JJ^Q)) and a just
36cf. Deuteronomy 23:21; Psaln 50:14
37jeromiah 3^:4. Cf. Judges 18:15.
("p^^S) weight," The weight is to be full, and so perfect-
ly right, according to the standard, A slight variation of
this oonso is the uso of tho raasculine noun to express
entirety, as in Jeremiah 13*. 19. A second sir rdf leant use of
the adjective is to express oomploteness in tho sense of
being finivShod, a use similar to one use of the root ClJG
In II Chronicios 8:16 tho declaration is found, "So the
house of Jehovah was completed {O^iji}."-^^ Thirdly, this
adjective means in some cases safe or unnamed* /,'ft�r
Jacob's reunion vdth ^sau in Genesis 33*1^ the rcTiark is
made that "Jacob came in peace to tho city of Shechen," i.e,,
safe and unharmed, -^^ A fourth and most significant moaning
of this word is its uso to describe the keeping of a conven-
ant of friendship and poace. Another way of putting it is
"tho having of a heart at peace ivith'' the other party in
the covenant relationship. This basic moaning cf a coven
ant of peace, as between man ana man, is illustrated in
Genesis 34:21, where the Hivites are quoted as saying, of a
pending covenant relationship v..d.th Jacob and nis sons,
"These men are peaceable iQJ^^d)) v/ith us; therefore lot
them dvjell in the land , . . , " In the same sense the word is
usod 14 ti.'ies in tho Old Testanrjnt, to express tho idea of a
3^Cf. I Kings 7:51
^^Gf. Job 9:4.
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heart at peace with God, usually in a covenant rolationshir.
The usual translation of the expression is '^a porfoct heart."
David tells SoJomon that he must serve God with ^'a porfoct
heart (ClSO) and a willina mind", because God
sees the inner motives of tho heart. ^ It is this inrinr
perfection of motive, this innor peace of heart with God's
precepts vdi" oh He^ekiah brings forth in his pleading vdth
God for recovery from his sickness.'^-^
V. -.-UPRIGHTNESS
This family of words has about six forms Vi/hich aro
used in the Old Testament, and they occur over I50 times.
The basic meaning of the root seems to have boon straight-
nesG or smoothness. It is found predominaritly in the
I'salris and Proverbs, though it is largely distributed
throughout the Old Testament, Tho most roprosontative form
is the ad iactive '^(j)'' , vhich is scloctcd for the
f T
purposes of this study,
"^Q^ �-adject ive . There are four uses of this
adjective which are of, interest hero. The first and sim
plest is that of a way, as straight or level. For instance,
there is the promise of God, found in Jeremiah 31:9, "I will
^Ol Chronicles 28:9.
^^11 Kings 20:3; Isaiah 3^:3.
cause them to walk... in a straight way ( Tjf~l"7lL)
wherein they shall not stu'ibla." A second and very common
uso of the adjective is in the sonse of v/hat is right or
pleasing, both to God and to raan. A typical instance of tho
first, right or pleasing to God, is in I Kings 11:33, with
the words, "...to do that which is right ( "l(j)"^r?) in
T r -
mine eyes...." Israel had failed to do this, i.e., to walk
in obedience to God's ways, under Solomon. Very frequently
in Kings and Chronicles this expression is found. Of that
which is right and pleasing to raan Deuteronomy 12:3 is
typical, Moses there instructs Israel to keep God's laws
rigidly on entering the pronised land, and not to ''do.,,
every man whatsoever is right in his own eyes." A third
use of tho adjective is of that vhich is upright, in a
generally abstract sense. Concerning God' s works and
precepts, it is stated in Psalra 111:6, "They are done in
truth and uprightness ( "^ll)^)." Such may be considered
roughly equivalent to tho othical term righteousness. The
fourth, and most important, use of this adjective is that
which describes God and man as straightforward, just, and
upright, Hosea, in 14: 9| says, "...for the vravs of Johovah
are right (Q."'*^ Cj)"^ ) , and the just ( Q''pTi?7) shall
walk in thorn, but transgressors shall fall therein, " God ' s
ways of uprightness are given preeminence in this passage,
and the assurance is that those who are ethically right
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shall walk in these v/ays of uprightness. A particularly
important phrase with this adjecti^'o is "upright in heart".
This is roughly synomynous vdth the "perfect heart" of the
root. In II Chronicles 29:34 there is the statomant
that ''the T.evites were more unric;I'it in heart iIJ.jS '^'~lQ'^)
to sanctify thonsolves than the priests." Here is a clear
distinction between ethical uprightness or straightforward
ness of character and the ceremonial matter of sanctifi-
cation in the Old Testament, This statement comes from the
stoi'y of the refori.is under Hozokiah, and is made by the
Chronicler, obviously a raan of the latost period of Old
m 1 . 42
Testanoni, nistory,
VI, TE7. HOLT SPIRIT
R. Birch Hoyle, in an article entitled "Spirit
(Holy), �:pirit of God", states that the v/ord PJ ,
"Ruach", meaning spirit, is used of God's Spirit 134 tirnos
in the Old Testament, The Spirit was commonly called
"the Spirit of Jehovah { H 1 n*! fin 5''* '^^^^^ Spirit did
come upon rnon in unusual ways, but such was the exception
rather than tho rule. For instance, in the book of Judgos
the Spirit of Jehovah "came upon" or, literally, "clothed
425ee also Job 1:1,3; 2:3; I Samuel 29:6,
43r, Sirch Hoyle , "Spirit (Holy) , Spirit of God,"
Hastings incyclopedia of rcelir-jon and rilthics . XI , p. 7S5.
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Ki:;seif vdth four difforent Judges of Israel, the one,
Sanson, oxporioncing this phenotaonon on at least four
different occasions. These enduements wore for service of a
special nature. In like mannor the Spirit of Jehovah
44
�'luoved*' Samson. Tho prophet l:izokiol exf.orienced the
action of tlio Spirit of Jehovah upon hira, in entering into
him, speaking vvdth him, lifting hira up ana taking him away
(in visions), and falling upon him. The Spirit v;as God's
Kiodiura to Eisokiel in the giving to Ezekiel of his message.
Three times in the Old Testament God's Spirit is
called "the Koly Spirit''. In Isalm 51, that familiar Fsalm
of prayer for pardon and cleansing, the psa2riist prays, in
verse 11, "Cast me not away frora thy presence, and take not
thy holy Spirit { T^CpT'jJ H-ll) ^ron rae." Since God Him
self was considorod essentially as holiness, it is natural
that God's Spirit should be called the "holy" Spirit. This
prayer is especially significant for two reasons. One is
that God's presence and His Spirit are practically equated.
The Other is that the psalraist sees the removal of God's
Holy Spirit from Jiim as the expected thing in consequence of
his sin, and so links tho cleansing of his heart (vs. 10}
with tho abiding of God's Holy Spirit. This is a roraarkable
anticipation of tho New Testamont doctrine and boliof . One
^'^Judgos 13:25.
further thing nuet be noted, that in verse 10 the psalmist
rofors to his o\mi spirit, and asks, "..^r-enew a {sincere,
upright) riglit spirit v/ithin no," Isaiah, in chapter 63,
verses 10 and 11, usos the same phrase, i,e,, "his holy-
Spirit''. Tho roforenc� is to Iloaaic times, vhen God put
45his iloly Spirit in tho midst of Israel, that then Israel
grieved his Holy Spirit, Though the so occurrences aro not
as significant for tho purposes of this study as the first,
yet at least it shov;s the fact that the Old Testament
writers could and did consider God's Spirit as holy, in the
sauic sonso as God HiMself I'-ns holy. There is no doctilnal
statement as to the spirit's divinity in the Old Tostanont
of course.
concepts of the ethical ideal in tho Old Testament: separ
ation from the comon and devotion to a God of purity and
holiness, accovrpanied by tho belief in a like, but dorived,
As to tho concept of the Holy Spirit, the Old Test
ament teaching on holiness and its teaching on the Spirit
In conclusion, there are the follov;ing distinct
^^Numbers 19:17, 25, 29-
wore inevitably coabinod in the concopt of God's Holy
Spirit. Tho Spirit v/ao considered as God acting in the
affairs of man, and God was essentially holiness. So God'
Spirit was holy, and v/as linked with cleansing from sin.
GHAPTSR III
THS IHT;.t:-T;<:STAMiKTAL CONCEPTS OF THE STIIICAL IDEAL
The purpose of this chapter is to out lino the ongoing
and developments, if any, in the inter-testamontal period, of
tho 01c Testamont concepts of the ethical ideal. This is
for the purpose of facility of comparison and contrast with
the concepts in the vUMran i ritings. Such an outline must
involve considerations of both the sociological movements of
Judaism in the period and tho extant literature of Judaism
of the same period. In this chapter, then, the various
parties vdthin Judaism, naraely, the Chasidim, Pharisoos,
Sadducees, Zealots, and Kssones, have been considered in
relation to the doctrines of tho othical ideal and their
implementation in life. Following this is a survey of some
aspects of Rabbinical thought on the subject, and some
pertinent passages in tho Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, which
reflects the thinking of the day in this roopoct.
I. PARTIES OF JUDAISri
It is important to noto that the various parties
within Judaism in this period arose as expressions of the
needs, chiefly religious, of the people of tho ti ios,
iixports on the period aro quick to point out that the
various groups ought not to bo called sects, but rather,
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strictly speaking, parties. However if by sect is meant a
group vdth common interests vdthin a larg?jr group with
common interests, these groups in Judaism may be called
sects.
Chasidim. This narue designates a group of Jev;s who
came into prominence about the beginning of tho Maccabean
revolt, or about 168 B.C. The name is in the Hebrew
Q."'*!''DR, and means basically, the pious {tho godly, or
the holy ones) . Tho root is that from vrhich the common Old
Testament expression "lovingkindness" or "raorcy" is derived.
The word is found in about five passages in tho Psalms, and
is translated "saint" in the A.S.V. version. For instance ,
in Psalm. 149: 1 the "assarably of tho saints" is mentioned.
A variation of the name is Hasidaean, which is used to
distinguish this party from an 16th century Jewish sect.
It is the general opinion that this well defined group of
the Chasidim referred to in I and II Maccabees existed as a
group or party long before the Maccabean revolt. It is
clear that they had great zeal for the Law, and so naturally
took a strong stand , oven to the point of violence , against
the Hellonizing movement forced upon them and encouraged by
R. H, Charles , Apocrypha and P soud epi g:rapha of the
Old ToStanient (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1913), I, p. 73.
^eo I laccaboes 2: 41; 7: 12; II Maccabees 14: 6.
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Antiochus Epiphanes of Syi-ia. They disappeared from view
after the Ilaccabean struggle, probably because they retired
from tho scene of action upon the achieving of thoir ain,
freedom of religion, and poosioly, too, because of their
opposition to Judas Maccabeus who had greater nationalistic
aims to achieve by military might than they could sanction.
The Talmud, rof looting back upon them, characterises them as
a selfless, meditative, prayerful poople who evon v^ere
willing to give their lives for the cause of tho Law and its
observance. Later tradition also speaks of thorn as being
particularly zealous to observe tho laws of ritual purifi
cation. As well some of these Chasioim are said to have
had all things cocjaon, some living apart from the ordinary
world of men for the purpose ^of conten plation of the written
and oral lav,', while others pursued their secular occupations.
It has been suggested that this group of pious onos arose
out of the Nazirites, disappeared after the Maccabean up
rising, and appeared later as the Ssnones, Others trace the
2
origins of the Pharisaic party to the Chasidim, It may
well be that both tho Pharisees and Kssenes find their
origin largely in this group of pious defenders of the Law,
Pharisoos . The Pharisees eaerged clearly as a
^Max Schloossingor, "Hasidaeans or Assideans," Jowish
iUrCyclopodia (New York and London: Funk and Kagnalls Co-apany,
1901), vl, p, 251.
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distinct party by the time of John Hyrcanus who ruled from
135 B. G. to 104 B. C. Many would place the rise of the
Pharisees as a distinct party as early as 162 B, C,, vdth
tho separation of the Chasitrim from tho Hasmonean house,
which latter v/as rapidly becoming nationalistic and socul. r-
istic in aim, as noted ab',.;vo, Jovdsh apologists for the
Pharisees generally speak of Ezra tho priest, scribe and
reformer of the closing period of tho Old Testament era as
the father of Phariseeism and later Judaism. Herford
points out the emphases of ii^.ra leading to this view, name
ly, the static principle of separation from tho Gentile,
heathen nations, and tho dynamic principle of the proclapi-
3
ation of the Torah as the guide of life. It does soera
certain that the name Pharisee itself means basically
"separation". In the preceding coapter it was noted that
the concopt "holiness" ( C/)"^"!^) ^^ad as its most prordnent
connotation the idea of separation. The Pharisees took as
thoir mot tOS or favorite texts the commands of the Old Test
ament to be holy. For example, they apparently were fond of
quoting the following, "'Ye shall sanctify yourselves and be
holy' � ye shall be Perushim,"^*' This identification vdth
-^R, Travers Herford, The Pharisees (Mov/ York: dacFiil-
lan, 1924), p. 19.
^L, Baeck, The Pharisees (New York: Schocken iJooks,
1947), pp. 5-7.
the Old Testamont concept of holiness, as separation {and
moral purity), v;as frequently insisted upon by the Rabbis o
the Pharisaic tradition. But the thrust of this sanctifi-
cation was the doing of the Torah, "'Ye shall be holy';
this means the sanctif ication that consists in practising
all the com iandmonts." It is a fact that tho Pharisees
laid great stress on the Law, but their notion of tho Law,
or Torah , combined the Pentateuch , or v/ritten Law, 'Ith
oral tradition about it , or the oral Law, These were held
to be equal authority , though , if the testimony of tho Now
Testament be accepted , tho oral aspect even superseded the
written in actual practice . Tot it must be said that the
purpose behind the oral tradition v/as to make applicable
to every situation of life the Law of Moses, This is a
dynamic principle, and kept alive the demands of the Law
with regard to moral living. Such is in contrast to the
attitude of the Sadducees, Vv^ho held to the Pentateuch as
tho Law, but failed to appropriate it and apply it to their
lives for the most part. Theirs was a dead orthodoxy,
leading towards secularism in life, while the Pharisees
tended toward a legalistic oxclusi venoss.
It is generally recognized that the Pharisees were
most popular vith the mass of common people , in contrast
Sifra, Leviticus 20: 7, 91d
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vdth the SadduceeSa However, they did not represent a
popular mass movement, but were an exclusive party. They
are said to have had four different stages or grades of
association. Some would even see in the Pharisaic move
ment a communal state of purity, with standards of momber-
7
ship. But it is important to noto that the Pharisees
never sanctioned solitary asceticism. These societies
within Pharisaism were called Chaberim (0."'"7^ri)�
Another feature of Pharisaism closely allied ^^dth
tho general subject of holiness was its belief in a future
life. This took tho form of eschatological Messianism.
This is another major point of difference between Phar
isaism and Sadduceeisra, and may be considered to bo a
powerful motive towards the search for piety and holiness
of life.
Sadducees. Tho sources of prosont knovdedge about
tho Sadducees are Josorhus, the Talmudic literature , and
the Now Testament, This party was in contrast to the
Pharisees, and is of chief value to this study for that
reason. It was composed of the aristocratic and conser
vative priestly party. The Sadducees
"Herford , o�, cit , . pp. 31-32,
'''Louis Finklestein, The Pharisgos (F^hiladolp^hia: The
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1940), I, pp. 76-79.
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were of necessity concerned with political
questi ns and wore not inclined to lot their
devotion to Torah restrict thoir freedom to
work for the political interests of what was
now the kingdom, �
The Sadducees, therefore , held strictly to the verbal Penta
teuch alone, and maintained that the people ought to come to
the priests for instruction in it , and for all religious
matters. So there tended to be a separation of the
religious and tho secular, from the Sadduccee ' s viewpoint.
Politically they taught that man's destiny was in his o\m
hands, this being in contrast to the detcrninistic , even
fatalistic , outlook of the Pharisees to a largo extent.
The fact that the Sadducees denied the resurrection, and
consequently much of the pious hopes of the Pharisees, is
also significant. The Sadducees tended towards institution-
alisra in religion, secularism in politics , and worldliness
in living. It Is easy to see why the Pharisees and Essenos
deemed the pious study of the Law more important than toranlo
sacrifices. They reacted against the worldly attitude of
the priestly custodians of the temple and the party
associated vdth those priests . Before the Maccabean family
came on the scene the house of Zadok (the priestly house)
had ea-orly begun to espouse Hellenism. Any revolutionary
move towards one extroiae sets in motion a reactionary
'Herford , o�. cit , , p. 23,
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movement. No doubt the Chasidim, Pharisoos, ^oaJots and
Ssscnes all derived some of thoir i;ipotus, at least, fror."
a reaction against the worldly-raindedness of the Sadducees.
f�aJ_ots, The Zoalots were Pharisees in their begin
nings, but Pharisees who were devoted to the Torah to the
extent of violence and rebellion. They saw foreign domin
ation as a threat to the freedom to study the Torah, and
ovon a throat to the Jev.dsh way of life. In contrast, the
Pharisoos as a whole loved peace too much to countenance
open rebellion, especially against Rome. The Zealot party
may be traced from the rule of Herod (37 B. G. to 4 -3. C.),
Herod was not a Jew, end all his inclination was to^^-^ards
the ways of Rome and its Greek culture, Vhen Herod was
thought to be dying a soditionary group organized itself
and began to destroy the Hellenistic landmarks erected by
Herod throughout the land. The uprising ms crushed,
martyr's blood was spilt, and a cause emerged, around \^ich
those Pharisees of violent tendencies gathered. It is clear
that the Zealots believed in a theocracy, in the kingship of
God alone. Throughout the Roman domination and up to at
least 70 A. D, these advocates of violence harassed the
Roman authorities. Especially was this true during two
dif "orent periods. About the turn of the century there was
much opposition from the Zealots against the Roraan census
and taxation. From 44 a, D. to 66 A. D. tho Zealots warred
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against Roraan rule throughout the country, without
much success, until 66 A, D. Tho Zealots were key figures
in the Jovdsh war against the Romans of that time, and had
their foothold in Galilee, 'vith the crushing of tho rebel
lion in 70 A, D,, and the destruction of Jerusalem, the
Zealots were conquered and faded from tho scene in about
three years. As the Zealot party continued in existence
it grovv more and more into a fanatical insurrectionist party
of ill repute, Ezekias, a Galilean, was the key figure in
its inception under Herod, Judas, his son, took over in
�ais stead. Four of Judas' sons died in the struggle up to
73 A. D, The Nev.^ Testament speaks of one Simon the
Zealot. It is thought, too, that probably Barabbas v/as a
Zealot. At least a part of the movement were called Sicaril
because they v.'ere the cloak and dagger raon, men who killed
without scruple for the causes of strict adherence to the
Law and nationalise i. The Zealots are of interest here
chiefly for the contrast they afford with the Es -ones, who,
it seems, grew out of the same general background , but took
the opposite way to the solution of tho problem.
Essenos. The chief sources for a knowledge of the
Ssscnes aro Josephus Philo and Pliny. The evidence points
to tho existence of the Essones as a distinct oarty from
the latter half of the second century B. C. and onward .
There are differences as to the ori/in of the name "dssenses"
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but not as to the essential nature of the party . Philo
thought the narie was a variation of the Greek OCTf^Tt^^ ,
meaning piety or holiness.^ Another explanation is that
the name was derived from the Aramaic equivalent of Ghasidin,
and that the Sssenes arose in oppostion to the political
activity of the Ph; riseos under John Hyrcanus {134 3. G, �
67 3. G. ) , thus forming a nex-f Chasidim. Still others
would trace tho origin of the Sssenes directly to the
Chasidim. All agree that the Sssenes were holiness seekers,
in the moral sense, men especially pious and devout, Philo
says of them, in tho same context with the explanation of
their name , that "they have shown themselves esrecially
devout in the service of God, not by offering sacrifices of
animals, but by resolving to sanctify thoir minds.
"
Josephus testifies in the same vein when he says that "the
Bssenes have a reputation for cultivating peculiar
sanctity. ""^"^ They did not indulge in philosophy to any
extent, nor did they offer sacrifices for atonement for
^Judaous Philo, "Quod Oranis Probus Liber Sit," Philo,
trans. F. H. Colson (London: William Heinomann Ltd., 1941 ) ,
IX, Loob ed. , section 75, p. 55.
10'-, 0. 3, Oesterley, The Jews and Judaism During the
Greek Period (London: Society' ^or Promoting Christian
Kno^'ledgo, 1941), pp. 256-7.
l^Flavius Josephus, "History of the Jewish Mqx
Against the Romans," Josephus, trans. H. St. J. Thacker|cy
(London: �dlliam Heinomann, 1927), II, p. 369.
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their sins, according to tho sources. Josephus indicates
that they sent v/hat they dedicated to the temple, but con
sidered their ovm lustrations more important than sacrifice,
��hile Josephus makes this reference to their emphasis on
ceremonial purity yet in the same context he observes, "Yet
is their course of life better than that of other mon,.,,"-^^'
They lived togethor in communities in the city and country,
apparently. They v?ere accustomed to bathe for ceremonial
cleansing before thoir communal meals, and to have grace
said before and after meals. They v/ere admitted to the
communal food after taking oaths involving piety towards
God, justice towards men, zeal for tho truth, and fidelity
to all the rules of the community. Prospective members
were to be on probation for one year before being allowed
to partake of the communal purity (waters of purification
and tho communal board). They believed in rewards for the
virtuous and punishments for the wicked after death. In
their study they are said to have particularly emphasized
the ethical. The Law had a place of prominence in their
study. In summing up the nature of the Essene party or
sect a qaiotation from Oesterley would be helpful, "All out
sources lay stress on their uprightness of life, simplicity
�'�''Flavius Josephus, "Antiquities of the Jews," The
Works of Flavius Josephus . trans. William I'.histon (loston:
Timothy Bedlington, 1829), III, Book XVIII, Chapter 1:5,
p. 56.
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of living, and self-control in all things. "-^^
Therapeutae o Finally, tho Thcroapeutae of Egypt
� :Uot be mentioned. They lived in a community near Alex
andria, on the shores of lake Mareotis. Thoy were Jovs,
loyal observers of the Law, and lived in strict seclusion.
There is no indication of a special emphasis on ritual
purification amongst thorn, however, and thoy are noted
chiefly for their emphasis on contemplation,
II. INTtv.R-Td3TAKi!:r'TAL ;liITIhG3
A survey of some of the ideology of tho day is
necessary to fill out tho picture of movements and thinking
in the intor-testamental period. These writings aro obvious
ly predominantly Pharisaic in authorship and content, as
would be expected from the fact that the Phari sees were the
dominant party of the period so far as numbers and influence
are concerned.
Rabbinical v/ri tings. The concepts of sin, Torah,
cleansing, holiness , and the Holy Spirit, are important in
any survey of tho teachings rolative to holiness amongst the
Rabbis. On the matter of sin, tho predominant theory or
doctrine was that of the yezter hara, or evil impulse.
Oostorley, 0�, cit., p. 253.
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There is definite proof that this Rabbinical concept was
common almost two centuries before Christ. The evil
impulse was considered as tho inclination or driving po\fer
of the heart, the inner being, towards the passions of the
creature. Generally it was thought to be innate, and
created by God, alongside of its counterpart, a good im
pulse. The latter figured little in tho Rabbinical scheme,
however. The emphasis was on the Law as the counteracting
influence. So it was said, "God says, 'My son, I created
for you the Evil Impulse; I created for you the Torah as an
antidote. '"-^^
It was characteristic of the Pharisees that they
emphasized both the human responsibility and power for
curbing the evil impulse, and at the same time, the need of
the help of God to overcome the otherwide overpowering evil
impulse. Tho Rabbis conceived of the human element in
overcoming tho evil impulse, i.e., by the Law, as follows:
Like iron, out of which, when heated in
the forge , raan can fashion whatever
^^F. C. Porter, Biblical and Semitic :--tuoios (Mow
York: Char] es Scribnor's Sons, 1901), p. 145 .
�'-^Louis Newman, Tho Talmudic Antholop-y (Nov/ York:
Bohrman House , Inc . , Publishers , 1945 ) , p� 115 . Sec also
p. 113.
16'
C. G. Monteflore. The Old Testament and After
(London: Macmillan, 1923), p. 343.
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irapleraents he pleases, the Evil Impulse
can be subdued to the service of God, by-
means of the words of the Torcfn, vhich is
like firo.l7
Tho Law was glorified and even beautified by the Rabbis, and
v/as thought to be tho way to Israel's sanctification. This
ssnctif ication was to be achieved by a recognition of pure
duty through the study of Torah and tho obedient doing of
that duty.-'-^
Sin actually committed was seen to be defilement (by
the Rabbis), and so cleansing was needed.
If a man defiles himself by a deliberate
sin and obstinately increases his impurity,
God also defiles hira, while, on the other
hand. He assists the man who is purging
himself from sin, 19
Often where thero was recognition of the need for divine
cleansing tho emphasis was thus on human cleansing. So , too,
is this Rabbinic statement, "Happy are ye, 0 Children of
Israeli Before v/hom do ye purify yourselves, and who pur
ifies you? Your Father in Heaven,
The Old Testamont concept of holiness finds a place
l^Kewman, eg, cit , , p, llS,
l%lontef lore , og. cit , . p, 336,
�^^Adolp Buchler, Studios in Sin and Atonement in
Rabbinic Literature of the Fi rst Century (London: Oxford
Uni"vcrsity Press, 192F) , p, 459.
^O^TQurnan, 0�. cit,, p, 362,
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of prominence in Rabbinic t iiougj'.t, , It tho iialtation of
Oo'l (Leviticus 19:2), and involved separation from that
wiiicii would defile, both physically and spiritually, and a
sanctification of oneself to God, generally in tho Old
Testament sense of devotement to God, The crowning reward
of such separation and devotement was commuiiion vath God's
Holy Spirit, or as the Holy Spirit was mora commonly des
ignated, with the Shekinsh, God's Presonce,^-^ Tho holiness
of God was more important than tho Torah, as blessed as the
latter was, and as vital as it was to the attainment of
holiness. "Better that a letter of tho sacred Torah itself
22
be blotted out than that the Divine Kame be profaned."
The Law was a centrally important source of holiness, "but
it is holiness which makes Israel to be God's owu"^-^
Tho Holy Spirit was not only designated as the Sho-
kinah in Rabbinical thought, but, with reference to a holy
spirit within a man, a good yotsser or good impulse. But
the concept of the Holy Spirit of God was in actuality
relatively unimportant in Rabbinical thought. The end of
the struggle vdth the evil impulse was projected to a
21
George A. Turner, The More Excellent Way (^'dnona
Lake: Light and Life Press, 1952) , pr. 44-45.
^^Hewroan, o�. cit., p. 169.
'^^3, Schechter, Some Aspects of Rabbinic jj^^^o}^^
(how York: Macmillan, ^ p. Ibg,
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Messianic ago,'^^
The Apocrypha. In Sirach there is a warning against
the double, hence divided, heart, There is place given to
discussion of the evil impulse, in which passage it seems
definitely to be spoken of in a neutral sense , as Charles
says, with raan having the capacity to choose of his ovm free
will to do good or evil. Yet, characteristic of Jovash
thought of tho day this was not reconciled vdth a determin-
26
istic view of God as Creator and Ruler, In Sirach, too,
the wise man is the godly man because he keeps the law and
27
so ''controlleth his natural tendency," It has been
pointed out, too, that in II Kaccaboes there is the ideal of
suffering as the path to perfect righteousness,^" In III
Maccabees there is reflected, the emphasis on separation
within the Chasidim,
Pseudepigrapha , In the books listed by Charles as
the Pseudepigrapha there are a number'. of significant passages
indicating the thought of the times on holiness or moral
2^Ibid, , pp. 290-1.
25Girach 1:2S\ Cf. Vdsdom of Solomon 1:4-5.
^^Gompare Sirach 15: 14-17 with 33: 13-15.
Sirach 21: 11.
^^Turner, op, cit , , p, 43,
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perfection. The following aro a few oxoxiplos.
The book of Jubilees was v-'ritten by a Phailsee in
the earlier years of the reign of John Hyrcanus which
began in 135 3. C, , according to Charles, It is largely
a polemical v.rriting against Hellenism, and is an attor/^i^t to
prove that the Jewish Law is of everlasting validity, Cin
is frequently termed oollution, defilement and unc leanness.
Righteousness figures pi-orainently in Jubilees,^ The
thought is found that the sanctii'ying of the Gabbath will
30
make a man holy,'^ A most interesting passage is that in
which iloses and God are pictured as conversing on Mount
Sinai, God vindicated His dealings v/ith His poople by
reason of His rightoMJusnoso , and tells Moses that finally
Israel shall be His people "in truth and righteousness,"
Moses pleads with God to "create in theri a clean heart and
a holy spirit ," whereupon God promises Moses that whon thoy
turn to Him in uprightness of heart He will circumcise
thoir hearts, creating in them a holy spirit and cleans
ing them. This is followed by the covenant expressions
31
typical of tho words of God in the Old Testament, In this
very passage there is confirmtion for the statement of
^^FoT example. Jubilees 5*'19�
30jT.ibilees 2: 2^,
^�^Jubilees 1: lO^hiG,
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Charles that
the author of Jubilees is a true Pharisee
in that ho coiibines belief in Divine
omnipotence and prov'-idence with tho belief
in human freedom and rosponsibi lity .32
In The Testamont of the Twelve Patriarchs there are
many passages of high othical iraport. For instance. Simoon,
brother of Joseph is said to have grieved over his part in
selling Joseph, because he recognized Josenh as a good man
who had the Spirit of God within him. So he exhorted his
children to walk "in singleness of heart" , to "love each
33
one his brother vdth a good heart, "'^ In the Testament of
Asher, 1'- 3-'5, is sot forth the doctrine of the two ways,
and Beliar is mentioned. In The Testament of Judah , 20:1,
the spirits of truth and deceit are set forth, representing
the doctrine of the two v/ays open to man ,
In IV Ezra (2 Ssdras) three basic solutions are
offered with regard to the evil impulse. The first is the
view of it as divinely given and necessitating moral con
flict. The second viewpoint is that man is froo to sub
due it, hard as that might be. The third is a final resort,
that the evil heart ^.dll be removed in a comirsg ago. It is
precisely those throo lines of escape which the Rabbis
32charles, op, cit, , II , p, B,
33jbid., "The Testamont of Simeon,'' 4:1-^. Compare
IV b:%ra 14:22.
considered most seriously .-^^
The Psaln:: of Solomon is a significant book for this
study. In it Israel appears divided into tvo sections , tho
righteous or pious (Pharisoos, presumably) and tho unright
eous or sinners (probably tho Sadducees), Tho righteous
are described as political quiotists, ^^aiting patiently for
tho future age. Their righteousness is described as pre
eminently a righteousnesv^ according to tho Law. Hero, too,
is the conviction that God cleanses fron sin the urright,
3 5
having mercy upon the pious.
In sumraing up the findings of this chapter an eval
uation of the place of the parties of Judaism in relation to
holiness is necessary. The worldly Sadducees and the
Hellenistic element of the population sot in raotion an
opposition involving at loast four distinct Jovdsh parties.
The Chasidim \-.'ero not only champions of orthodoxy at a time
of norai and religious decay, but spocializod in cultivating
personal piety. It is quite probable that tho Pharisees
evolved from the Chasidim along the line of a devotion to
the Lav/, v/hich, devotion gave rise to an equally author
itative "fence around tho Law". The F^ssonos conceived of
the solution to v/orldliness as separation in every
3^Forter, op. cit , . p. 151.
35charles, o�. oit,, , "The Psalms of Solomon, 10:1-^.
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possible v;ay from the world, cor.ibinoa vdth strong orf-a.n-
izational unity and a groat emphasis on morally upright
livins''^ The Zealots bocamo fanatical nationalists, prefer
ring violent action to the Kssono ideal of vathdrawal and
the Pharisaic ideal of passive resistance.
In the Rabrdnical widtings, the Apocrypha, and the
Pseudepigrapha thero is a considerable interest in holiness,
righteousness and cleansing from sin. In general tho ideal
state of a man before his God is aeon to be bl araolessness of
motive vdth reference to God's Lav>r. As to salvation in
p:oneral tho oraphasis is on human effort, vdth a view to
final deliverance in the age to come.
GHAFTftR IV
THS T-iSTAI-iiiNT TaACHIKGS ON THE KTHICAL IDEAL
It has been observed in ;ui inductive study niade
precisely in the area of investigation of this chapter that
the Hev; Testament idea of poriection is the fusion of the
two most prominent concepts of tho Old Testament on this
matter, i.o., the predominantly roligious concept of holi-
1
ness, and tho -rredouiinantly irioral concopt of porfection.
One must recognize, as does the author referred to, that
tho one concc;'~t is not to be considered entirely occlusive
of tho other in tho Old Testament. But the r.orfoct fusion
of tho tv;o thoughts into one thought, albeit i<rf.th nuiny dif
ferent facets or aspects, is to bo found in tho Mow Toota-
riont teaching on the ethical ideal.
In this cnantor there obviously cannot be a full
discussion of tho New Testament ethical ideal. It must be
considered rather in relation to the prii.iary purpose of this
study, to ascertain the ethical ideal of the '..rufnran covenant
ors, and to coapcro it v/ith the total Biblical ideal. So
vrfiat follo''.--s in this chapter is chiefly for purposes of
comparison and contrast. It is recognized that the travail
ing ohi^^ion on th'.i relation of tho 'vlumran coraraurdty and the
�^George a. Tumor, Tho i^ro --'>^o_^}__(_ .nt ^l^^X (hlnona
Lake: hldit and Life Fr^iss, 1952T7 ~' 73 ?
New Testament vrriters is that they wore rouf-bly contempor
ary.
First, then, thero is a consideration oi' the New
Tostaruont teaching on sin; secondly, a discussion of the
various aspects of the New Testament ethical ideal itself;
tl^irdly, a consideration of the way to tho ideal indicated
therein; fourthly, a consl .ration of tho role ascribed to
tho triune God in man's achiovinr, of the ideal; and fifthly,
a briof consideration of the Now Toatar.ient motivations to
wards this othical ideal,
I. imi TiiSTAI&KT rSACHXIv'G ON SIN
There are sone 2o synonyms for sin in tho New Testa
ment, dorived from eight different roots and occurring a
total of 3S6 tines. Of this variety of words by far the
most iriportant is tho family from tho root ^^^^T"- ,
which family accounts for 214 of these New Testament occur-
2
ronces .
Gi-on^er, in
'"'^ s Biblico-Thoolo.'-ieal Lexicon of tho Nevf Testamont
Greek, states that the noun ^ U^ltCipTi^ denotes priiiarily
sin considered as the quality of an action, i.e., sin
genoricaliy. In tho present ^-ritor's opinion a study of
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these words of this family reveal its use in about four
slightly different ways. First, the word is used of sin as
an act, over against its consequences, or nature. For
instance , in Acts 7j60 Sterhen is reported to have used this
word in reference to the sin of his enemies in stoning
him,-' Secondly, the word is used of a sinful quality or
tendency, the emphasis being on a stato of being. In this
c C ,
category the noun i^^^^^^TV^ most ofton is found ilth-
out tho article,^ The noun is used in this way by Paul
especially in Romans, chapters 7 and though this uso is
5
not confined to these chapters or to Paul's writings.
Thirdly, the noun ^jU'dpTC^ is used in tho sense of
a principle or power, a master, potentate, or dictator.
Such a personification of sin, figurative, of course, is
characteristic of Paul (as in Romans 5~iJ), but again is not
lindtod to the Paulino writings, i^ourthly, this noun is
often used of tho entirety of sin, sin in all its i.;ipli-
7
cations ,
3cf, Matt:.>.;w 9:2, 5-6; Romans 3: 20; 7:13; II Corin
thians 11:7.
^Tho article by George A, Turner and J, Harold Green
lee, "Sin and Sinfulness: A Study in How Testamont Tornii2i-
ology," Asbury Seminarian. IV, no, 3 (Fall, 1949), is
especially helpful' at this point,
5cf, I Corinthians 15:56; Hebrews 12:1,4; I John 3:4,S,
^Cf, John h:34; Jamos 1:15; Hebrews 3: 13; 12:4.
"^For exanple, Romans 5*. 12-13; o:3.
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Some things need to bo said about the verb AJUA^y^i/^^
The LXX renders the Hebrew verb X'v^ Q by this verb usoally,
in accordance vlth the classical use of S,jL4^^r'ai/U>, In
classical Greek it moant to miss tho mark, to fail to
arrive at the goal. Such is br:.sically the iv.canin" of the
Hebrovr verb )\^V\ , In the Mew Testament
means to sin, and has to some extent the connotation of
missing tho goal conformable to and fixed by God, its
opposite being ^/fCHfOCUl/^ � righteousness,
conformity to God and His standards."^ However, absolute
conformity to God and His standards is not the perfection
the New Testament teaches, and hence the Calvinistic object
ion often voiced against the term "sinless porfection" is
understandable .
/; ai/djUfd The noun ^^OjU^/a and its
cognates occur 29 ti.ios in the New Testament. It means
lawlessness, a contempt for and violation of law. However,
one must be careful in avoiding theorotical di8ti;;ctions
between these synonyms f ;r sin which cannot be sustained
under examination of thoir use. For example, in I John 3^4
John writes that "every ono that death sin (7^/ ^jU^^Tik)/)
doeth also lawlessness (T^l/ a^O^f^^ )\ and sin is
^Cf. Ronan.s 6:18; II Corinthians 5:21; I John 3:4.
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lawlessness." The committing of sin is thus equated with
lawlessness. So the root meanings of these words must not
be insisted upon as fully applicablo and .rigidly exclusive.
^ i^^^CCi ^ The noun ^ i^/frC<Z , with its
iivo cognate for:ns, occurs 6S times in the New Testaraent.
Its basic root meaning is injustice, but has corno in New
Testament language to mean iniquity, or unrighteousness of
heart and life. This noun is naturally contrasted v.lth its
positive counterpart, ^ *S/^Cc^OOXJl^^t vhich is dis
cussed in this chapter. Tho moaning of tho negative word
may be seen from the meaning of tho positive word.
There are at least six distinct meanings
of this term "flesh" as it is used by Paul, ran ^.ing from the
ordinary sense in general use, tho naterial substance of the
human body, to a distinctively moral sense, apart from,
Q
though arising out of, that more basic meaning,'^ The latter
has reference to more human nature apart from the divine
influence and so prone to sin aiid opposed to God (e.g.,
Ronians 7:5, where "in tho flesh" must have only moral
refoience). It is suf i "icient , then to affirm that Paul
does not equate sin vd.th the material of tho body, and so
close the vfay to cleansing in this life, Ftather, "this
'^Cf. Galatians 5:3 9-23, Romans 13:13-14; 1 Corin
thians 3:3; 11 Corinthians 1:12.
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indwelling sin may and must bo separated from human nature
by the indwelliw: Spirit of Christ. ""^^
II. TflE NKl;' TZSTAruiKT eTIlIGAL IfSAL
There are a variety of v;ords and expressions in the
convenience of discussion and logical presentation they may
be viewed under the four concepts of holiness^, rightoousnes;^,
perfection, and love. It is clear, however, that even these
concepts cannot be held distinct or separate except in
thought.
Holiness. The LIX renders tho Hebrew faraily of words
and its cognate forms. So the New Testament concept of
holiness must be understood in the use of this word and its
cognates. The English wrds used in translating this fa^nily
of words aro holiness and sanctification.
It is a ree.arkable peonoiaenon that this word ^yf^%
is not often predicated of God the Father in the Nov; Testa
ment, in the >/ay of the attributing of holiness to God in
the Old Testament. On the other hand, God's Spirit is
designated as holy by the use of this v;ord 88 times in tho
New Testament which give content to the ethical ideal. For
represented by the root
�^^Tumer, o^. cit., p. 79. See this work for a
comprehensive discussion of the whole subject matter
of this chapter.
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New Testament, compared �with the throe occasions oi its
use in li..a manner in tho Old Testament. This fact -'Ives
a valuable insight into the rolt; of God's Spirit in the
work of Christ as it is done in men. The "Holy'' Spirit
is God iamanont, God dwelling amongst men, as the Now
Testament sees it, and so it may bo expected that He is most
intirocitoly Involved in tho holiness of God's children.
The New Testament teaches , as does the Old Testament ,
that God's holiness is the ground and basis for holy living
11
in man. In the New Testamont the religious and moral
aspects of this concept are synthosi?.cd , as is clear from
the use of tho word ^yCO^ , "saints", to describe all
Christians, The doctrine of tho priesthood of all believ
ers is well substantiated by tho religious aspect of this
New Testament term "saiiits". But tho moral aspect is also
enrhasized, in that the "saints" or "holy" onos aro exhorted
to put away tho sins and uncleanness of times past and put
on alJ tho graces of tho high Christian ethic, vdth their
crowning attitude of heart and life, love, so as to be holy
12
and withotJt blemish before God, The "saints" are expected
to bring forth fruits of goodness, righteousness, and truth,
and are frequently called "children of light", or "imitators
U: 1?.
^^Cf. I Potor 1:15-16.
�^^Sphesians 1:4; 5:27; Colossians 3:12-14; Revelation
of God". K. Greraer says of the moral implications of this
word, "In no case is the moral Muality produced and required
by tho divine sanctification to be excluded . ""^^
t ^ /
itif^hteousness. The noun yj? c>/fCi�/^OOk1^ occurs 92
times in the New Testament, and is a characteristic Pauline
expression, thou^li it is not exclusively so. It is a key
expression in the book of Romans, v/hcre it occurs 36 times,
and it cog-nates 29 tiraos,
Tho noun ^ ^/A^J/tP^t^/^ has several meanings in the
New Testament: judicial correctness; guiltlessness or
imputed righteousness; rorfoction in obedience; and, finally
moral uprightness, purity, or correctness in all respects.
It is this last meaning that is significant here. It is
predicated of both God and man: of God, as God is intriii'"
sically righteous, and as this absoi.ute, intrinsic right
eousness is disclosed to man;-^^ and of man, as the
-'Gf. bphcsians 5:1-14. For the Johannine use of
"light" in this respect sec the author* s study, "A Study of
the Concepts of Light and Darkness in the Johannine Gospel
and '��pi sties, b'ith Special Reference to the Dead Sea Scrolls
(unpublished Bachelor of Divinity Thesis, Asbury Theolor-
ical Seminary, 1957) , Chapter VI.
Cremer, dieeliil^''XCd'^J2ji'- ^ Lexicon oT Fc^ Testa
ment Greek trans, V-il]ia:-, urvi cd" 'fTTn' urgh: TT cc T. dlark,
Ts^), p. 52,
^5cf. Romans 1:17; 3:21-26; 10:3-
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rightoousness of God is actualized in him by God's grace.
This imputed and imparted righteousness is to be received
through faith in Je.sus Christ, on account of his work in
redemption. ^7 Paul teaches that the believer ought to
present his body with its members "as servants to right
eousness unto sanctification" , vdth a view to the end ,
eternal life,-^^
Perfection. There are several Greek words used in
the New Testament to express this aspect of the ethical
ideal. The raost common word is 7^\^/OS with its con
nate forms. It has the meaning of that which is brought to
an end or fulness, in time , quantity, or quality, that of
which there is nothing wanting to completeness , and hence ,
that v/hich is perfect . In the LXX it is this word which
v;as often used to render into Greek the Hebrew word
as in several of the passages where the thought of a "per
fect heart" is expressed, vAiilo parallel passages were
rendered by TrXi^p^S �
Applied to believers in the Nov Testament the basic
meaning is maturity. The reference is specifically to
-'�^For example, Romans 5:17; 6:13-22.
^'^Romans 3 : 21-31.
�^^Romans 6:15-23.
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et.hical or moral maturity,-'-^ and there aro at least two
lovols, or distinct senses of moral maturity or perfection
taught in the Kew Testamont. In Philiprians 3*. 13-15 Paul
uses the word T^X^/C^ twice in seor'iiB^ty contradictory ways.
In actuality he is saying- that ho has not attained to the
porfection and ruaturity of the heavenly existence, and then
turns to those who are full grown in Christ and addresses
them as "perfect" {,-T'e^lO( ), This "perfection" possible
in this life is clearly a relative perfection, a perfection
of love (Matthew 5: 43-48, Colossians 3:14), a maturity in
the discernment of moral issues (Hebrew 5:14), and a perfec
tion of obedience to all the known mil of God (Colossians
4: 12).
There arc two less common words in the Nov/ Testament
which both cont ribute to the New Testament idea of perfec
tion. Thoy are the verb K'dTZi^f^^S'li/ and the adjective
B\oK\j^pO$ � Both \<ords carry basically the meaning of
fitness, soundness, or completeness. The ethica"^ sense of
S\ofc'J^t^p<^S> that which is complete, entire in all its
parts, in no part wanting or unsound. Tho difforencc bet
ween this adjective and ^/O^ is that in the latter the
end is in view, v/hile the former deals primarily vrith
^9cf. Matthew 5:48; 19:21; I Corinthians 14:20;
Sphosians 4:13; Colossians 4:12; Hebrews 5:14; 6:1,
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fulness or soundness. In I Thennalonians 5:23 the word
O^^kjp is translated in the American Standard Version
as "entire", where it is equated vdth bla iolessncss and is
spoi-cen of as the result of God's action in "sanctifying
wholly {ay*(ionf 6\or'eX^^^ )" belicvors. The same
linking of this word "entire" ( (5Ao/fA>^rS" ) with perfect
{T^X<^(0$) is found in James 1:4. The verb /clzr^^T"/^
means to make fit, sound, complete, what ono ought to be.
For instance in Hebrews 13:21 the author brings his epistle
to a close by praying that God v>dll "make you perfect
{iCdTZt^TT^^ii ) in every good thing" with reference to the
doing of His vdll and being well-pleasing in His sight.
The idea of perfection in the kow Testamont is
further enriched by the concept of blamelessness {CLjU^^fTT^S't
dj^'^JUTTTZJS) ^ This aspect of perfection has close affinity
with obedience , as may be seen by surveying its New Testanent
usages. For instance, in Philip] ians 2:15 obedience is
linked with the ethical ideal of blamelessness, the obedient
and blameless beliovors being there called "lights" in the
world . In I Thessalonians Paul prays that his readers may
20
be established and preserved "olamoloss" in holiness.
This is not a common concept in tho Nevr Testament but is
significant.
20i Thessalonians 3: 13; 5: 23
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Another di atinguishablo aspect of the idea of perfec
tion in the New Testament is purity of intention, includ-
inr- in its scope the thoughts of sincerity, and singleness
of mind and heart. There aro no more scathing denunciations
from our Lord's lips, as recorded in t he Gospels, than his
denuncitations of hypocrites, It is a fact that the
thrust of Jesus' Sermon on the Mount was in the direction of
22
the necessity of true inwardness in ethics. The "single
eye" and "singlenss of heart" are set forth as nornative
23
in Christian living, and James in particular warns against
double-mindedness.^^ Sincerity {^X/i^p)f\/&lCi ) is a New
Testament word that brings out this thought of right inten
tion. For instance , in Philiplans 1: 10 Paul prays for the
increasing abounding of the readers' love, that thoy "may
be sincere X /^^/{/^^U ) and void of offence, . , being
filled Vklth the fruits of righteousness".
Love . The Greek vrord AV�i?77y , lovo , or its cognates ,
occurs in every book in the New Testament, It is that which
includes all of the aspects of the ethical ideal and at the
2lMatthew 6, 23,
22cf . Matthew 5: 21-22, 27-2f!; 23:25-28,
23Cf. Matthew 6: 22; Luke 11:34; Acts 2:46; Ephesians
6:5; Colossians 3: 22.
mes 1:8; 4: 8,
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same tiru- transcends them, being truly tho "bond of perfect-
ness". Love is this because it is the embodiment in motive
and action of all possible abstract concepts of what a man
may becor. 2 ethically in this life. To love one's enomies is
to be perfect as God is perfect, in tho language of Jesus
(Matthew 5: 43-48) . God is love , hence to imitate God lovo
25
must bo tho ruling motive, Peter clinaxed his list of the
26
graces of the Christian life with love, Jesus declared
that the first and second commandments were lovo of God and
love of one's neighbour (Mark 12:30-31), Paul, in I Corin
thians 13 , placed love above both faith and hope, John
'esley was in harmony with the tenor of the New Testament
in preferring the phrase "perfect love" as the best descrip
tion of the Christian othical ideal,
III, im Ni3h' TSSTAIiENT TLvACHING ON THS -vAY
TO TH : ETHICAL IDML
There are at least four different verbs delineating
the way to tho ethical ideal in the Hew Testament, They are
"to sanctify", "to cleanse", "to renew", and "to perfect".
Sanctify� <^y/6.y^. This verb occurs 29 times in
the New Testament, and the noun O A/^^CpU^^ , "cleansing",
25i John 4:8 ff , ; Ephesians 5*. 1-2,
2^11 Peter 1:9.
which is closely related, occurs 10 times, Tho verb has
three meanings which may be distinguished in thought at
least, which in a consiaerablo measure parallel the Old
Testament vorb W J , "sanctify". The first meaning is,
to hallow. In the Lord's prayer, Matthew 6:9, the verb is
used in the phrase, "Hallowed be thy name," In I hoter 3:15
thero is the exhortation, "3ut sanctify ( StyidC^A 7& ) in
your hearts Christ as Lord...." Tho second moaning is
simply an extension of the moaning of the first, in that it
�leans, to separate from the profane and dedicate or conse
crate to God, according to His will. So, in John 17:17
Jesus prays, "And for their sakes I senctify i^y^^Lco)
myself, that thoy themselves also may be sanctified
( ^y^ao^ ey^OC ) in truth. "^"^ it follows from the fact
that God is ethiically pure that whatever is so separated
from the common and dedicated to God must also be pure. So
this word came to moan, to purify. Thayer sees three dis
tinguishable meanings under this basic meaning, to nurify,
namely, external levitical purification,
'
purification by
expiation, and purification internally by reformation of
soul. It is the opinion of this vnr'itor, in survo:.;-ing the
instances given under the third category, that the second
27cf. John 10:36.
28Hebrews 9:13.
and third categories must be combined, Alv/ays in the Now
Testaraent sanctification presupposes expiationo This is
corroborated by the statement of Cremer in this connection,
who says that the reflexive, "to sanctify oneself," so coro-
mon in the Old Testament, does not occur in the How Testa
ment at all (except for Revelation 22:11), Chrie.t had done
pa
that for the believer, This is of prime importance in
considering the uniqueness of Christianity. So, in I Gcrin-
thians 6:11 Paul, speaking to men who had in the past been
sinners according to his de5cription( verses 9-10), says,
"But you were washed, you wero sanctified (>^/'^^<^7� ) ,
you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ,
and in the Spirit of our God.'^ Likewise, in I Thessalon
ians 5:23 the prayer is, "And tho God of peace sanctify you
This prayer is spoken of believers, and implies the possibil
ity of a work of God done in rotation to the human spirit,
soul and ''jody, in this life, resulting in tho subject being
entire and blameless consequent upon that "sanctifying" --'ork
of God.
29creraer, 0�. cit., p. 55. Cf. Hebrews 10:10;
I Corinthians 1:30.
30cf. h-hesians 5:26; Hebrews 2:11; 10:10, 14, 29;
Revelation 22: 11 .
cleansing, ocuur a total of J7 times in the Nov/ Testament.
The adjective /f^P^^x, describing the resultant state,
clean, pure, occurs 28 times, making a total for this family
of words of 65 occurrences. There are at least three dis
tinct meanings for this word as it is used in the Now Testa
ment, physical cleansin^r., levitical cleansing, and cleansing
from sin in the moral sense. It has been said with truth,
"Of tho 65 occurrences of the root in the K, T, , some 26
instances connote moral cleansing,"-^ Included in these
some 26 instances are exhortations to self-cleansing and
statements of the fact that God cleanses. These need not
be considered contradictory because it is true that there is
cooperation. Cleansing is a synergistic work but God does
the decisive work, the entire sanctifying or cleansing of
the subject. An example of an exhortation to self-cleans-
in^^ is found in II Corinthians 6:14�7:2, and especially
with the words, "Let us cleanse ourselves {
&0,OToO$^ ) frorr; all defilement of flesh and spirit, per-
...," This is equivalent to Paul's exhortations elsewhere
to put off the evil deeds and attitudes of the old sinful
life, and put on the virtues and graces of the Christian
^iTurner, Oi2� cit . . p. II6, footnote 63�
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3 2life. The cleansing which is taught as being the work of
God exclusively is illustrated by Hebrews 9:14, "...how much
more shall the blood of Christ ... cleanse {i<a^tcpr&7 )
your conscience from dead 'vvorks to serve tho living God?" So,
in Titus 2:14, the work of Chriet in the giving of Himself
is the basis for tho purifying to Himself of a people for
His own. This purifying is from all unrighteousness and is
such as to fit tho subject to serve God appropriately in
33
this lifo.-^-^
Renew� d\/<iiKte/i/ico ^ a\/a {(^Ca^ ,
^ ^l/^X^^^(^^^t^ These words are fow in occurrence, there
being only five instances, but four aro particularly signif
icant horo. The two verbs aro usod quite clearly in two
instances to describe that which brings the Christian, "the
new man" or "invrard man" to the ethical ideal and keeps hira
in that condition.-^^ Tho noun translated "renewing" suggests
particularly the entrance into such an ideal life , there
being a transformation of raind by this renewal, and that
transformation being especially attributed to the Holy
Spirit ."^^
-^^'Cf . Sphosians 4:22-24; Colossians 3:5-17.
^^df, I John 1:9; Hebrews 9:14.
3^Cf. II Corinthicms 4:16; Colossians 3:10.
35ci. Romans 12:2; Titus 3:5.
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Perfect� Thk^-^O . Tiris verb occurs 24 times in
the New Testament, and 9 times in Hebrews. It is suggested
by Cremer that there are two distinct meanings, to bring to
maturity, and, to roach the goal, ''bile such a distlriction
may be theoretically true it is probably truer to Now Testa
ment usage to see in raost cases so,nct];ing of both coiepletion
or maturity and the reaching of the goal morally, or moral
excellence. In Hebrews tho specific goal is the removal of
the evil conscience. It is stated in Hebrews 9:9 that the
Old Testament sacrifices cannot, vdth reference to the con
science "make the worshipper perfect {'tl�rX.6'(U>(yzii T2>y
\ctT^^(^^^^^ the uso of tho reference to conscience
the author ties this vorb "to perfect" to verse 14 and the
strong moral connotation involved in the cleansing of the
conscience in that verse. So, too, in 10: 1-2, the author
again links the vorb "to perfect" vdth cleansing from sins.
Again, in 10: 14, the author links the perfecting of those
who are sanctified by Christ's offering of Hiraself vdth the
promise in Jeremiah 3.1^33 ff.j that God vdll put His laws in
men's hearts and write them on their minds. The fulfil 1-
raont of this promise is indeou at tho very heart of Christ
ian perfection, properly so called,
IV. THS "m^Vn IN R.j.hATION TO THE
STHICAL IDEAL IN MAN
The preceding material may be considered profitably
6B
from the standpoint of the rotation of tho othical ideal ir.
man to the three persons of tho Godhead,
h^hile it may be somewhat artificial to separate the
throe persons in a discussion of thoir relation to the oth
ical ideal yet there is precedent for it in the Now Testa
ment, It must simply bo remembered that the three persons
are as One in purpose and vail,
God the Father. V.lth reference to God the Father
the Ne^'.' Testamont most emphatically teaches the obligation
to Godlikeness, If raan v/as created by God in Kis own
inage,-^ then redemption, to be fully adeqiaate ought to
restore man to that imago. That Mew Testament writers were
led to think along this line is evidenced by the words of
Paul to the Colossian Church, , ^ye, . .have put on tho new
man, that is beinp- renewed knowledge after the image of
him that created him,"-^^ So, since God the Father is pex--
fect in love, Jesus teaches that the Christian ethic demands
love, even of enemies, a love which may be called perfect
(Matthew 5:43-48). Peter aoduces from God's holiness the
fact that the Christian othic demands holiness in all manner
of living (I Peter 1;15), John teaches that, since (fOd is
Spirit, they who worship Him must do so in spirit and in
36Genesis 1:27.
^'''colossians 3:10. Cf. I Corinthians 11:7.
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truth (John h:24). Likewis-, since God is light without
aorrdxturo of darkness , tho Christiaki is under the obligation
to walk in the light (I John l:$-7). Again, since God is
love, to abide in God tho Christian cortimunity must love one
another (I John 4: 7-21) .
God the Son. The chief Tvritors of the Kow Testament
all agree in ascribing to the Son the purchase of man's
redemption, in which is included the attaining to the ideal
of Christian perfection. John, in I John 1:7, says, in the
context of the obligation to v/alk in the light , that if we
do so, "the blood of Jesus his Son cloanseth us from all
sin." Likewise, in Revelation 7:14, the redeemed are por
trayed as standing before the throne of God attired in vdiite
robes , which they have washed , "and made them vdiite in tlie
blood of the La:nh." There is, sugf-ested here , in fact , the
cooperative elenent so frequently emphasized in the Mew
Testament , vdth the blood of Christ as the formal cause of
the cleansing. The author of Hebrews speaks, in 9:14, of
the blood of Christ cleansing the conscience from dead
works to serve the living God .^^ Faul, in Titus 2: 14, sees
Christ as giving Hih:self "for us,... that he might redeem us
39
from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a people. ...
""^^
38cf. Hebrews 1:3.
39jf , I Thessalonians 5: 24.
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Self-purification is emphasized by James (4: 8), but only
with a view to meeting the condition of drawing nigh to God.
James recognized the living of the ethical ideal to be "from.
above" (3*. 17), the atonement being presupposed.''*'^
God the Holy Spirit. The fact that the Spirit of God
is designated as the Holy Spirit so frequently in the New
Testament in contrast to the previous literature of Israel,
as mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, is evidence of the
close relation of God' s Spirit to tho matter of tho ethical
ideal in man.
Significant here is tho exhortation to prayer by
Jesus, as recorded in Luke 11:5-13. There Jesus sot forth
the gift of the Holy Spirit as the Father ' s best gift in
answer to prayer. No doubt Jesus had in mind the promise
of the Spirit by Joel, as it was to bo fulfilled shortly
(acts 2), and possibly the hope of tho Rabbinical schools
of the day for communion with God' s Holy Spirit.
Another passage of significance is Acts 15:9, v/here
Peter, at the Jerusalem conference , recounted his exper
ience at Caesarea and likened it to the first corporate
Pentecostal experience by saying that God gave the Holy
Spirit to Cornelius' household, as Ho had given Hira before ,
"cleansing their hearts by faith." �'Isethor this is
40Cf. I Peter 1: 22
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soniethinp: concomitant with justification or- subsoquor-t to
it, at least the gift of the Holy Spirit was considered to
be in close relation to tho cleansing of tho heart by faith.
Consequently the antithesis between sin and right
eousness is considered a contrast between drunkenness with
wine, and tho being hilled mth the Spirit. So, in Pauline
literature, the Christian nay suitably be called "spiritual
{iri/ea'^Qrr/(<V<�Y\ as he is so called at least five timos
in the New Testament .^^
The epistle to the Galatians is especially important
here, particularly chapters 3 and 5o In chapter 3 verses
2 and 3, Paul teaches the Galatians that, "having begun in
the Spirit", they ought to be "perfected" in the Spirit, not
in tho flesh. In 3'�14 Paul speaks of the reception of "the
promise of tho Spirit" by faith, in this same context.
Plainer still is the fifth chapter, especiaJ ly versos 13-26.
There the Spirit and the rieefe aro set in opposition, as in
Romans chapter 8, and the Galatieri Christians are exhorted
to walk by and be led b>' the Spirit, v/hich v/alk will issue
in the fruit of the Spirit, which fruit includes tho ethical
ideal in relation to God, one's fellov; man, and oneself.
^1 fiph esian s 5 18 ,
Corinthians 2:15; 3:1; 14:37; Galatians 6:1;
I Peter 2: 5.
^^Cf. Acts 2:33; Epheslans 1:13.
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V. aOTIVATIOKS TOlhu-wS THS STHICAL ID.i,AL
Broadly speaking thee re aro two notivations towards
the ethical ideal as set forth in the Mow Testament. Tho
first is tho obligation to bo like God, as discussed above,
to which may be added the obligation to be like Christ,
since it is He who reveals God to men . It is clear that
Jesus intended his disciples to bo like Him in rjoral stature.
In Luke 11:40 Josus says, "Tho disciple is not above his
teacher: but every one when he is perfected shall be as his
teacher." So Paul could say, "But we have tho raind of
Christ," and, "Have this mind in you, ^'/hich was also in
Christ Jesus,.., "^^ So it is sui'imarized ,
The example of Josus v/as summoned frequently
as both a T^rocedent and a motivation to
generosity (II Corinthians 8:9), to patience
while suffering (I Peter 2:21), to humility
and service (Philippains 2:5-11), and to
courage (Hebrews 12; 2), ^5
The second motivation towards the ethical ideal in
the Mov/ Testamont is the expectation of Christ's coming a
socond time, Faul, Peter, John and the a.-nthors of Hebrews
and Revalation all use the ex|:)ectation of the imminent
return of Christ as a strong motivation to present holy
living. This is in accord with tho emphasis of Josus
^^I Corinthians 2:16; Fhilippians 2:5.
^-^Turner, 0�. cit. , p. 108,
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himself in his own teaching on tho matter of his second
coming. For instance, in Luke, chapter 21, Josus speaks
at length of the signs and events of Kis coming, and con~
eludes V/ith tho exhortation to his disciples to "take heed",
and ".. .watch. . .making supplication", in order to escape
tho events of that day, and "stand boforo the Son of man."^+^
In like manrior Paul, in I Thessalonians 5:23, prays
that his readers may be preserved entire, ana blamcloss
"at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. "^"^ Peter, in
II Peter 3*. 11, draws the spiritual lesson from the cata
clysmic events to take place at Christ's coming by saying,
"Seeing that these things are about to be dissolved, v^hat
mannor of persons ought ye to be in all holy living and
godliness...?" John, in I John 2:28, exhorts his readers
to abide in God so that, "if he shall be manifested, v;e may
have boldness, and not be ashamed before hira at his coming."
And John's teaching about abiding in God has strong ethical
implications, as is observed above. In Hobrev/s 10:24-25 the
author /xhorts his readcs to provoke one another to love
and good works, "and so much the mors, as ye see the day
dravdng nigh," The author of tho Fiovelation records the
message of Josus, in 22:12, "Behold, I come quickly; and my
^�^Luke 21:34-36, Cf, Matthew 24:42-44.
^"^Gf, Sphesians 5:27,
^^Cf, I John 3:2, 3.
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re^vard is ud.th me, to render to each man according as his
work is,"
Several conclusions may be drawn from this study of
the !!ew Testament teachings on tho othical ideal. The Mew
Testamont teaches that sin is to bo seen both as an act and
as an indwelling top-doncy; the former of \diich demands
remission and the latter cleansing, Tho othical ideal is
set forth as: holiness, involving the religious concept of
the "apartness" of all believers and the moral concept of
their sanctification to a God of moral holiness; right
eousness, involving an absolute moral correctness in God
and a like, but derived, moral rightness in the heart and
life of the Christian; porfection�of love, moral
discernment and obedience� implying completeness, bla;;io-
lessness, and purity of intention; and above all, love,
that vjhich is the consuinMation of the Christian ethical
ideal. One may reach the level of the ethical ideai. in
this life, not by human effort but by tho grace of God,
through the atoncmjnt of Christ, yot novertneless by a
cooperation v;hich does involve self-cleansing leading to the
full cleansing or sanct i.i'ylng wholly by God, This full
C-leansing is demanded by the nature and will of God, is
purchased by the blood of the Son, and is effected by the
Holy Spirit who then dwells vdthin, enabling the subject to
bring forth suitable fruits. The CV-ristian is pov;er fully
motivated to sock for a.nd strive towards that ethical ideal
possible in this life, first, by tho nature and will of God,
as it is revealed by and in Jesus Christ, and secondly, by
the promise of Jesus' imminent return in judgment and for
final redemption.
GHAPTKR V
THE hmiRAN COVSNAI^TSRS AND THK STHICAL IDSAL
� Tho most immediate purpose of this study, as announced
in the introductory chapter, has been to gain an understanding
of the ethical ideal as it was seen and sought amongst the
�;.;u2:iran covenanters. Havin,.:;- cor?sidored the ethical ideal as
it was sot forth in both the Old and Now Testaments, and
also as it was considered in the inter-testament 1 period ,
according to former knoxeledge, it has been the place of this
chapter to sat forth tho findings of an inductive study of
the non-Biblical humran writings relative to the ethical
ideal. In this study Thoodor H, Caster ? s translation,
cental ned in tho volume entitled The Dead Sea Scriptures in
_^r:gli eh Tr'a-': slat ion , has been usod throughout , except where
occasional references have aeon made beyond this translation
to tho Hebrew of the various writings.
I. THE hU;hRAn COVEHAKTSRS � COKCjSPTION OF di;
A right understanding of the doctrine of sin is basic
to right understand in r, of the ethical ideal of any system
of doctrino or thought , and so the Qumran covenantors'
concept of sin has been given a place hero. For convenience of
consideration the Qumran covenanters' concortion of sin has boon
horo organized into discussions of tho covenantors' view of
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sin as an act; sin as a quality, or tho characteristics of
the sinner; and sin as tho resultant attitude of the sinner.
A� act . Tho Law of dioses v;as considered tho stand
ard by V'hich to judge an act as sinful, because "Tho Manual
of Discipline" declares that if a member of the community
should "transgress a single word of tho Law of Moses either
blatantly or deviously, ho is to be excommunicated and never
to return,"^ The covenanters, like all seokors for salvation,
sought for a cause for such transgression. Their solution
was that all deeds c:' transgression are the result of the
domination of tho Angel of Darkness, othcn.dse called the
spirit of perversity, appointed unto raan, along with the
spirit of truth, until tho day of reckoninF, Those coven
anters had a varied vocabulary for sin. They called sinful
acts "iniquities" , "unrighteous deeds or works", "evil
deeds" ,
"- .Ickednoss" , "v/rongdoing" , as well as trans
gression and the common expression "sin". It must be noted
that the covenanters distin^j. shod between intentional and
T. H. Gaster, The Deaci Sea Scri pturos in hn'dj.sh
Translation, "The Manu-l of Discipline", viii, 2C-ix, 6,
2lbid, , "The Manual of Discipline", iii , 11-iv, 26,
3lbid., "The Book of Hymns", xvi , 1-19. Cf, "The
Book of "hnans", ii , 2-19.
^Ibid, , "The Book of Hymns", xvii , 1-xviii , 30,
5lbid, , "The Now Covenant", p, 312,
unintentional violations of tho Mosaic Law, Uni lonticnal
"errors" with respect to the Law excluded ono fron the
honor of being considered essentially "blameless", subject
to review and possible reinstatement into that degrco of
special sanctity after two years of porfoct conduct. Delib
erate sin was punishable by unrevokable axe oianiun ication
from the community. There is not too much concerning par
ticular sins, but one passage is interesting in this con
nection. In "The Zakokito Docufrsent", which can reasonably
bo assumed to have been a part of the Qumran community writ
ings, there is the mention of the three-fold snare of Isaiah
2k' 17, vsiiich this writer apparently, along with others of
his day, seen as whoredom, lucre , and desecration. Perhaps
these were among the raost popular sins of tho day, tho -.iirarari.
life being a reaction against such.
Sin' s charactori sties. One of the most prominent
expressions of tho covenanters describing sin as a quality
is tho word ",;-:uiit". This phase the covenantors omphasiaed
because for them, as for practically any Jew, to violate
tho Law of Moses almost invariably involved guilt, because
of tho v/idespread knowlodgo of tho Law, and tho added re
sponsibility accompanying such knowledge. Tho covenanters
saw the life of tho sinner as a "a:uilt-ridden" life.^ In
6 Ibid. , "Commentary on the Book of Habakkuk", r. 251.
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'?The Manual of Discipline", guilt, along with iniquities and
transgro-sion, is attributed to the Angel of Darkness. It
would seem that the covenanters thought of ?-uilt as in
herited, or at least as being invariably a part of the sin
ner. Thus all the forces of wickedness were called "the
sons of guilt," In tho same passage, and in at least one
other passage, the hope is expressed that God mil purge
7
the remnant of guilt. Further, it was confidently expected
that God would shrive the earth of its guilt at tho tinr? of
the final judgment of evil Again, tho confession required
of those ontoring the community was designed to remind the
candidate for membership of his guilt before God, and to in
still in hi- a sense of penitence before a merciful God.
This acute awareness of sin, as it took tho form of guilt ,
v?as a significant factor in keeping the covenanters from
extremes along the lines of mysticism and gnosticism. Guilt
opens the ^vay for and demands forgiveness, or justification.
The life of a sinner was also described as an unclean,
polluted, cormpt, filthy, or tainted life. Hence thero was
t/io need for cleansing or purging of the life of the nan who
would turn from such, Uncleanness was considered
7lbid, , "The Book of Hymns", v, 20-vi , 35. Cf, "The
Book of Hyrrins" iv, 5-40,
^l?id. , "The Hanual of Discipline", viii, 1-19.
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characteristic of those outside the community, because
they refused to amend their \i^ys and subject themselves to
the discipline entailed in true cormnunion vdth God. Re-
pontsncQ and submission of one's soul to all the ordinances
of God oeened the v/ay for the making clean of the flesh,
because only so could a man be acceptable before God.^ This
concert of uncleanness and the way of release from it is
strikingly parallel idLth the Mev/ Testamont conditions of
salvation, Yot there is a touch of sectarianism here vhich
tends to distort th:e truth.
In the same way that uncl'^annoss was used the other
like v;ords, such as pollution, filth, taint and corruption
V7ere usod. Those were used to describe the resultant
quality of sinful acts, in tho Qumran v/ritings. For instance,
in one of the hyrans the v/riter speaks of cleansing from
10
"tho taint of multifarious wrongdoing," In another of
the Hymns the author speaks of being "free from all taint
11
of filth," So tho mitiant into the community was re
quired to pledge that "no heathen filth" would be founl on
12
his lips, or in his mind . Likewise, in tho same writing.
^Ibid, , "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii , 12.
^^Ibid. , "The Book of Hymns" , i, 5-39. Cf. iii, 19-36.
^^Ihid. , "The Book of Hymns", xi, 3-14.
' ^loid. , "The Hymn of the Initiants", p. 116.
there is found tho stateiaent of assurance that God vdll,
"in His righteousness cleanse me from all the pollution of
man and the sin of humankind, '^"^-^
Another important aspect of tho yumran concept of sin
vms the relation of sin to tho flesh. In "The Hy-m of the
Initiants" there is the confessidn set forth for every ini-
tiant to repeat, "But I�I belong to wicked mankind, to the
communion of sinful flesh, "-^-^ This follov/s closely after tho
statement of realization that God has brought him into the
communion of holiness, in which communion his eye has set
its ga5;e on everlasting things. The thought here, if not
tho r^recise language, brings to mind i. Mediately the Pauline
contrast of tho fiesh and the Spirit, Irar.ed lately follov-
ing on this passage is tho statement of faith, "If I stumble
in the error of the flesh, I shall be sot aright through
16
God's righteousness ever-cnauring." This is an affirmation
worthy of Paul himself, though tho ;:ienife station of God's
righteousness in Paulino thought is , of course , distinctive.
This concept of sinful flesh is reflected, too, in the
inscription given in "Tho w-r of tho Sons of Light and the
Sons of Derkness", which was to bo written on tho standard
of tho thousand, "Froi;i God comes the pcver of bartlo against
^3 Ibid. , "The Hymn of the Initiants", p. 121.
l^Ibid. , "The Hymn of the Initiants", p. 120.
I'^Ioid . . "Tho Hymn of the Initiants", p. 121.
all sinful flosh."!^ But the covenantors did not consider
sin and the flesh as inseparable. Substantiation for this
assertion is found in "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-
iv, 26, where it is stated that at the time of Inquisition,
or final reckoning God \d.ll purge and refine the whole of
man's being, "destroyinp; every spirit of perv.i'rsity from
vdthin his flesh...." They did feel that man, in tho flesh
and alone, vjas alton;other sinful , that flesh alone is
"steeped in sin freei the womb and in guilt of porfidy
unto old ago." So there is hopo of tho life of mortal man
being brought to porfection only "by tho spirit which God
has fashioned for him,"^''' that God's pov/er and love might b
made manifest. The affinity of this to the Pauline antith
esis of flesh and spirit , and its relation to God's ri -ht-
eousnos^, is obvious. Sinful flesh, for the viraran coven
anters, stands for the whole of man , apart from God's right
oousness made manifest and in some way ir^parted to men in
the form of a spirit fashioned for them, hikevlse , in two
of the hymns the idea, if not the word "flesh", is found in
reference to the sinfulness of raan, and his incapability in
his sinfulness. In these passages man is recognized as a
creature of dust ,
^^Ibid. , "The VJar of the Sons of Light and tho Sons
of Darkness" , iii, 12-iv, 2,
�'-'^Ibid, , "The Book of Hymns" , iv, 5-4. .
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a thing kneaded with water, a mass of filth,
whose foundation is naked shame and vmo is
ruled by a spirit perverse .ho can serve
but as a thing of revulsion world vithout
end. . . .1�
If the flesh is not inseparable from sin, then the
use of flesh for sin must be perversion, and this is a com
mon way the covenantors had of describing sin. Belial, or
tho Angel of Darkness, was also called the spirit of perver
sity, in contrast to the spirit of truth. So all who prac
tised perversity were under his c;onination, and were said to
19
walk in ways of darkness. In ono of the hymns the author
comes to the realization that Goo hates perversity, and that
He has thus given him, to counteract it , tho spirit of knox-f-
ledge and truth. It is a fact that truth and knovdodge are
important concepts in those writings, but is is also a fact
that they are not central. W. D. Davies, in an article on
knowledge in the Dead Sea Scrolls, says that knowledge, in
the Dead Sea Scrolls, is nowhere para lied to the Hellenistic
gnosis, but "on tho contrary the knowledge of which the
Dead Sea Scrolls speak coexists wi.th an acute awareness of
sin and frailty," Knoxvledge is a knowledge of the Law
^�%eid. , "Tho Book of Hymns", xiii, 1-21, Cf. xi,
27-e:ii, 35, p. 1^4.
19ibid., "The Manual of Disciplino", iii, 13-iv, 26,
20w, D. Davies, "Knowledge in The Dead Sea Scrolls
and Matthew 11:25-30", Harvard Theological Kevi^, XLVI
(July, 1953), 132,
and its moral requiromonts, and the first hand knowledge of
God which results from living up to that knov;ledgo of and
obedience to the Law,
Closely akin to the conceot of sin as perversity is
that of sin as falsehood. The congregation of Belial is
called "a league of Falsehood" in one instance. So the
teachers of such falsehood are called "prophets of error"
and delusion,
'
Deceit is another word similar in moaning
and use, and tho hope is expressed, in "Tho Manual of Dis
cipline", iii, 13-iv, 26, that ultimately God will put to
shame "all works of deceit" .
Sin as an attitude of life. Sinfulness in one's
attitude to life is expressed in one way by the covonanters
as a lack of spirituality. That is, tho covenanters saw
themselves as seekers after the spiritual realities which
are everlasting, Tho initiant was expected to have set his
gaze upon everlastin,:; knowledge, which was considered to
23
be the fount of righteousness. If the candidate for iaera-
bership did not pass examination by the community on his
24
spiritual attitude he could not become one with them.
^�^Gastor, 0�. cit . , "Tho Book of Hymns" , ii, 20-30.
^^Ibid. , "The Book of Hymns" , iv, 5-40.
^3 Ibid . , "The Hymn of the Initio nts" , p. 121,
2^Ibid . , "The Manual of Discipline" , vi , 13-23.
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The attitude of the sinner v/as often described as
stubbornness by tlie covenanters. He who refuses to enter
tho society of God, with its discipline , is said to walk "in
the stubbornness of his heart. "^5 ^o, too, in "The Zado-
kite Document" the fall of the Watchers of hoaven is seen
to be "because they walifod in the stubbornness of their
26hearts" Gtubbornness , according to this same passage,
consisted of preferring one's ovm pleasure, and doing each
man as he pleases , without regard to the Covenant of God,
This expression is reminiscent of passages such as Jer
emiah 3:17, v/here the promise to a repentant Israel is,
"neither shall they v/alk any more after the stubbornness of
thoir evil heart."
The attitude of the sinner is also described by the
term "lust" in these writings. Lustful eyes are to bo con
sidered a thing of the past evil life, that which led to
27
the doing of all manner of evil. Lust was particularly
linked vdth the gaining of wealth, in accord mth the
28
emphasis of the covenantors om. communal living.
25lbid. , "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii , 12,
2%bid. , "Tho Zadokite Document", ii, 14-iii, 12,
-'^Ibid., "The Manual of hlaciplino", i, 1-15. Cf.
Numbers 15: 39; Szekiel 6:9.
^^Ibid., "The Hymn of the Initiants", r. 118. Cf.
"Tho Manual of Discipline", ix, 21-26.
Generally it may be said of the W.umran covenantors'
conception of sin that it is rooted in the Old Testamont
doctrine of sin, and has at the same time parallels with the
Kew Testament , There was little concern over the onto-
logical, i.e., the probloM of the existonce of evil, ^vil
was the result of a spi rit of perversity, in his domination
over men, this spirit boin,"; created by God and having only
an appointed time of power, according to God's vdll. There
was a greater interest in tho practical aspects of the fact
of sin in its various forms and manifestations; in the way
of release for the individual from sin; and in the final,
total destruction of all sin. They saw sin in such a way
that both justification and cleansing wore needed, though
the t%m aspects of salvation are nowhere in these writings
held to bo wholly separate or distinct. Tho purpose of the
individual was to turn in abhorrence from sin in all its
aspects, with tho pious expectation that God would cleanse
him from all the uncleanness and pollution which accompan
ies sin and justify him by His righteousness and mercy.
II. THii hThlCAL IDKAL OF THS QUdRAK COVhKAFThnS
The ethical ieeal of tho covonanters may be host
understood by examining six different v/ays they used to
express that ideal towards vv^iich thoy continually strove
and hoped to reach in this life. They thought of tho
ethical ideal as a life of holiness (Cj^*7p), righteousness
( ^ ) , uprightness Ou)'^], purity { 1 il (P ) , porfection,
blamelessness, or integrity (-"^^'Jl), and love.
He-lineers ( "? 7^ ) . The covenanters recognized the
immutability of God'o holiness, and thus saw God's holiness
as the reason for requiring holiness in men. In the stand
ard "Hymn of the Initi-^nts" the v/riter considers God as a
context brings out the fact that the author is thinking of
the absolute and unchangeable moral purity and perfection
of God in contrast to his owr. "sin and transgression". It
is God's holiness, amongst other unchangeable attributes,
which gives hi'i confidence in follovd.ng God's ways and
29
resting in His judgments. ^ So, too, in "The Book of Hymns"
the v.Titer affirms that God's holiness has no match, because
God is a being of pure justice and truth, "and no iniquity
shall exist in thy presencu,"-^^ Therefore men must become
morally holy to stand in Kis presence. Paralleled vd.th the
concept of God as a stronghold of holiness is the idea of
God as tho Fountain of Light, God, described In terms of
light, is an unfailin.r source of holiness and at tho same
stronghold or fort-,ress of holiness ((i)"71p , 7V>t3l). Tho
29Ibid The Hymn of the Initiants", p, 11?.
Tho Book of Hyrans", xv, 9-':5.
time is a con-uminr fire towards ,p;uilty, sinful mcn,^"^ Since
"tho way of God's heart" is recognisied as the way of holi
ness as revealed in tho commandments of God's holy Law,
then men were and are expected to walk God's holy way by
32
heeding the Law,
Holiness, V7ith reference to men, is an ideal to
reach, or to \>/hich to be brought, in this life, according to
these sectarians. The idea of separation vhich was found to
be the predominant, though not exclusive, idea contained in
the Old Testament concept of holiness, is also predominant
here. In fact, it is accentuated by the sectarian origin
and nature of those covenanters. From this point of view of
positive separation in holiness it is clear that they be
lieved themselves to bo a people, or community, already
separated from tho nations and from the rest of thoir own
nation, that is, separated by Goa , They called the! '.solves
"God' s holy people",
"^"^ and "sons of light"^^ and "the elect
of an holy people", In a lofty passage in "The Hymn of
^�^Ibid,, "Tho Book of Hymns" , v, 20-vi , 35 (p. 156),
^2ibid. , "The Book of Hymns" , v, 20-vi, 35 (p. 154).
33 Ibid, , "Com'fientary on Psalra 37", p. 260,
34lbid. , "The War of the Sons of Light and the Sons
of Darkness", i, 1-17.
3^ Ibid. , "The h'ar of the Sone of Light and the Sons
of Darkness", x, i-xii, Ig (p, 296).
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the Initiants" there is the assurance expressed that upon
those whom God has chosen he has bestowed, among other
things, "an inheritance in the lot of the Holy Beings,"
with whom they have been joined to form "ono single coraraun-
36
ion, a fabric of holiness... for all time to come,"
There is both the element of present assurance and tho el
ement of future hopo here, the confidence of divine election
being the basis for both. The hope or assurance of future
separation unto God is especially clear in a passage in the
eschatological work entitled "The Kew Covenant". There the
statement is made that God, in the time of His good pleasure,
vl 11
choose .n,^ Thyself j^eople, for Thou hast
romo' looxeci Thy covenant; and Thou wilt make
tlxom to be sot apait unto Thee as an holy
thing distinct from all the peoples. ,3/
This concept of separation in holiness, as held by
these covenanters, is closely related to their devotion and
obedience to the Law of Moses. For instance, in one pas
sage of "The Manual of Discipline" the cause of holiness is
equated vdth the cause of truth. It is clear from a fol-
lovdng section of this work, that the truth of God is
36ibid. , "The Hyran of the Initiants", p, 120.
37ibid, , "The Hew Covenant", p, 312. Cf, "The Book
of H3rmns" viii, 4-36, p, 166,
3%bid, , "The Manual of Discipline", v, 1-7.
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equivalent to the coramandraonts of the Law of Moses, In
another interesting passage, in the light of Mew Testaraent
interpretation, there is the statoraont that so long as
three priests of the community are "schooled to perfection
in all that has been revealed of the entire Law" this
priestly group "will indeed constitute the basis for a true
'holy of holies', "^� The perfect knowledge and full imple
mentation of the Law in the community was seen to have the
power to make a holy community which could then become the
fully acceptable atonement for sin. It is but a short step
from this to the concept of the absolutely holy Suffering
Servant as embodied in Christ, But the inadequacy of the
Qusrar concept would have to dt; seen before the idea of the
divine , holy. Suffering Servant could be accepted as neces
sary.
Since perfect obedience to the Law was thought to
qualify a man for the appellation "holy" , and since
the community was based on the requirements of the Law,
therefore holiness was seen to consist in conformity to the
community. So the community was called the "holy congre
gation" and all who performed faithfully the rules of
39ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", v, 7-20,
^Qlbid, , "The Manual of Discipline", viii, 1-19.
41lbid, , "The Manual of Discipline", v, 20-24.
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conduct and measured up to the standards of attitude in the
community-j "in accordance vith the explicit injunctions of
the Law" J xvere considered to bo living "in holiness unim-
pai red . "^^
It was established, in the chapter on the Old Test
ament ethical ideal, that the Old Testament concept of holi
ness probably never is wholly divorced from the idea of
moral purity, though that emphasis is a later emphasis in
the Old Testament . Therefore it is not unnatural that holi
ness for these covenantors should be thoroughly moral in
its connotations. It is a fact that holiness for the Qum
ran covenanters involved the keeping of the Law of Moses,
a large part of which is pic. Inly moral. This consciousness
of the moral demands of being holy is evident from their
character^: zation of "holy men of former times'' as those
"whose sins God had pardoned, x-s/ho knew right for right and
wrong for wrong." It appears, in this context at least , that
the writer expected that his holiness or moral purity based
on "the carrying out explicitly" of the Law, would provide
the basis for forgiveness by God. ^3 So the initiant prom
ised that tho fruit of holiness would be on his tongue, to
the exclusion of coarseness, deceit and other sins of
^^ibid., "The Zadokite Document", vi, 11-vii, 6a.
^^ibid. . "The Zadokite Document", iv, 6-12.
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. 44temperaraont. An interesting aspect of holiness, as it is
seen by these covenanters, is that , while it was seen to be
attained by the doings of the Law, yot it could not be
reached by "works of vanity" such as water baptism, Con
sequently it is true that justification was not be be con
sidered amongst them as attainable by ceremonies or rites,
but yet it had to have as its basis holiness or moral recti
tude, reached by repentance and obedience to the Law, Their
problem was one with which even Christians wrestle , namely ,
how a just God can justify a sinner vdthout any basis of
holiness or moral rectitude in the sinner's heart and life.
They came to the conclusi on that God could not do so.
Holiness ((JTp) , then, for th0 Qumran covenantors,
consisted of separation from the unclean, especially from
the moral transgressions revealed by the Law, which they
recognized and embodied in the rules of their community;
and devotement unto God as individuals and as a community
separated from sin and prepared to bo forgiven and received
into His presence.
Rig-.ht oousness ( j^"7 S ) . uprightness ( "^UJ ^ ) ,
These two words are practically synonymous in the Hebrew,
and in the usage of the Qumran v;riters, and so are considered
Ibid, , "The Hymn of the Initiants", p, 118,
45ibid, , "The Manual of Discipline", v, 7-20,
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together here. The most used of those two words is most
certainly righteousness (p"7S).
Throughout the writings of these, sectarians God is
considered as absolutely righteous in His nature. In one
of the hymns tho author, speaking of God's absolute right
eousness, says that those who draw near to God cannot bear
to see God's commandments defied, or His words changed,
"seeing that Thou art the essence of right...." So, too,
in "The Hyran of the Initiants" thero is the prayer to God,
"Thou, for mo, art the Right C'p'TS) �"^'^ contrast with
man's thralldom to v.frongdoing and works of deceit, God's
righteousness is realized in the v/ords, "Thine, 0 God of
all knowledge, are all works of righteousness and tho secret
of truth. "^^ Likewise God's judgments aro called righteous
( "p"li^ ''({}-O^J^)f^'^ sr.d His ordinances and statutes are
50
called righteous.
Since God was seen by these religious thinkers and
worshippers to be absolutely righteous in Himself and in
46ibid. , "The Book of Hymns", xiv, 1-27.
47lbid., "The Hjrran of the Initiants", p. .1.17.
4Slbid. , "The Book of Hymns", i, 5-39 (p. 125). Cf.
"The Book of Hymns", iv, 5-40 (p. 147).
^9ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii, 12.
50ibid., "The Zadokite Document", vii, 9-viii, 21
and B. xx, 27-34 (pp. 73-4).
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His ways, then it follows naturally that to be pleasing to
God man had to be or become righteous. If "vdckedness
hath no standing" in God's prescnce^-^ then only the right
eous can escape God's punishment. For all who hate right
eousness , i.e., the sons of darkness, are to be put to flight
and scattered in the war to come, by the power of God,^^
In "The Manual of Discipline" it is made clear that the two
lots of mankind are the righteous and the wicked, and that
each raan chooses to bo in the one lot or in the other.
If a man casts his por-tion v/ith truth, he
does righteously and hatos perversity; if
he casts it vd.th perversity^ ho does vd.ck-
edly and abominates truth, 53
Consequently, the initiant into the sect was called upon to
pledge "to do what is good and upright { 1(i)'^n)" in God's
sight, tho norm being the Law of Moses and the injunctions
of the prophets,
If rightoousness ("p*~7tJ) the established norm
then it may appropriately be asked, just v^at -was the nature
of the rightoousness thoy conceived as necessary for life
in the community and for acceptance inth God, That it was
IMA'y "The New Covenant", p, 312.
52ibid. , "The War of the Sons of Light and the Sons
of Darkness", iii, 1-11.
^3 Ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv, 26
{p. 46).
54ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", i, 1-15-
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seen to be a relative rightoousness is recognized by the
writer of one of the hynms, in these words, "For none can
prove himself righteous when Thou bringest hira unto judgment.
Though raan may prove more righteous than man, none can con
tend with thee. Likexvlse, the exhortation to the right-
6buS|, "Ye righteous (Crp''"7ii) , have done with wrongdoingi" ,
would have no significance if spoken to one of absolute
56righteousness.-^ Besides being relative this righteousness
was soon to be capable of being lost or violated. In a
philosophical section of "The Manual of Discipline" it is
implied, though not explicitly stated, that man's righteous
ness, under the domination of the Prince of Lights, is cap
able of being lost. For it is stated that the life of
righteousness is based upon "an apprehension of God's works
and a reliance on His plenteous mercy." There would be no
need of a reliance on God's mercy if a raan wore to be or
become fixedly righteous in this life. Indeed, it is stated
in the same section that "even those vrho practice rightoous
ness are made liable to error" through the influence of the
Angel of Darkness, this being the case unto the time
appointed by God.
5''' As well as being relative and capable
lMi�� "The Book of Hymns", ix, 2-x, 12. Cf. vii,
26-33.
56lbid., "The Book of Hymns", i, 5-39 (p. 126).
57ibid., "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv, 26
{p. 44).
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of being lost it was seen to be a state of life, something
distinct from the Jewish sacrificial system. Thus, in "The
Zadokite Document" there is the statement that "tho sacri
fice of the wicked is an abomination but the more prayer of
the righteous is like an acceptable offering." Positively,
the righteousness the Qumran covenanters held as their
norm and ideal was raoral rightness, the standard being the
Law of Moses and the words of the prophets. Frequently
eg
righteousness is listed alongside of truth and justice. -"^
From the opening section of "The Manual of Discipline" it
may be gathered that righteousness was seen to be the
opposite to the stubborn walk of a guilty life and to a
59
life of lust, especially the lust after v/ealth. It v/as
considered to be straightness or uprightness of heart, as
these words indicate, "It is, . .His. . -to make straight ray
heart ( "^113.5 "^70)*')."^^ There is, in the philosophi
cal section of "The Manual of Discipline" a description of
the man who is under the domination of the spi rit of truth,
or the Prince of Lights. Ho is described as havi ng made
straight before him all the ways of righteousness and truth ,
5^Ibid. , "Tho Manual of Discipline", i, 1-15 and viii ,
1-19; "TheSook of Hymns", ii, 2-19.
59ibid. , "Tho Manual of Discipline", i, 1-15- Cf .
"The Hymn of the Initiants" , p. 118.
^^Ibid . , "The Hymn of the Initiants", p. 119.
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a number of these ways being listed in a sort of collection
of "fruits of tho spirit". A righteous man was expected to
be a raan of humility, patience, compassion, insight, self-
respecting purity, modesty, and prudence, amongst other
things. 61
^^at , or who, was thought to be the source of such a
righteousness and uprightness? Tho question may be more
closely defined by asking v;hether the Qumran covenanters
considered righteousness in man to be a gift of God, or
whether they thought man could and had to attain to a
measure at least of righteousness by self-effort in order
to merit juitification. The latter view, that righteous
ness might be achieved by self-effort, could possibly be
deduced from some passages in these v/ritings, if isolated
from the whole tenor of the writings. For instance, "The
Manual of Discipline" places emphasis on amendment of life
vdth the v/ord s, "he has shovm no real strength in amending
his way of life, and therefore cannot bo reckoned vdth the
upright {QL^'IOJ^}'*.^^ In "The Book of Hymns" there is the
statement that pardon comes throup:h God's goodness, but only
63
to those who do God' s will. There is an especially
1M^� � "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv, 26
(p. 44).
62ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii , 12.
63 Ibid. , "The Book of Hymns", xi , 3-14.
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interesting passage in this connection in "The Zadokite
Document", There the words of Moses are quoted, that Israel
was not chosen by God because of the nation's righteousness
or uprightness but because of God's love. The covenantor
writing this passage declares that this applies equally to
those of his day who repent and avoid the way of the common
people. Repentance and a turning away from known and
popular sins to a following of God's ways seems here to
constitute a relative righteousness , but yet not the sort of
righteousness sufficient in its quality or nature to merit
God's love. On the other hand the writer of one of the
hymns states , "Verily on the righteous Thou best owe st freely
Thy love , but perversity Thou hatest forever, "^5 There is
the possibility that this covenantor felt that a righteous
ness consisting of successful self-effort to do God' s will
was necessary to merit tho bestowal of God' s love.
Over against these rather inconclusive passages
arguing .for self-effort as the source of righteousness in
these v/ritings, there are a goodly number of clear passages
in which it is recognized that God, and He alone, is the
source of all the righteousness of life and works. For
instance , in one of the hymns this sense of need is thus
^^Ibid, , "The Zadokite Document", vii , 9-viii, 21
(pp, 71-2TT
6 3 Ibid,, "The Book of Hymns" xiv, 1-27,
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expressed, "Nay it is only through Thy goodness and through
Thy mercies abundant that man can ever do right," So, too,
in a hymn, the confession is made, "Verily I know that
righteousness lies not with man,,.,Only with God on High
67
are all works of righteousness," Equally clear is this
confession, "No refuge have I in flesh, nor righteousness
in my soul, that I may be saved from the snare except by Thy
pardon, "^� In "Tho Hymn of the Initiants" , in word s which
strikingly resemble the Pauline emphasis, the writer assures
himself, "If I stumble in the error of the flesh, I shall
be set aright through God's righteousness ever-enduring."^^
In the context of this passage the writer clearly recognizes
that God in His truth judges raan, and in His righteousness,
as it is manifested in goodness and raercy. He saves raan.
An equally plain passage in this standard writing of the
community, "The Hymn of the Initiants" , is this, "I shall
say unto God; "Thou, for me, art the Right ( pi S ) 1 ' f^rid
ttVO
unto the Most High: 'For rae Thou art cause of all good.' '
An even more extreme position is taken by the vrriter of one
66 Ibid, , "The Book of Hymns" , xiii , 1-21.
^^ibid. , tt-The Book of Hymns", iv, 5-40 (p. 145).
6^Ibid. , "The Book of Hymns", vii, 6-25.
69ibid,, "The Hyran of the Initiants", p, 121,
yOlbid, , "The Hymn of the Initiants", p, 117, Cf.
"The Book of Hymns", ii, 2-19 (p. 128-9).
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hyran, who says, "thou alone it is that hath created the
righteous, preparing him from the womb...." ' The philo
sophical presuppositions of the sect lend their influence
to this extreme position. In "The Manual of Discipline" all
who practice righteousness ( "p^S) v/ere seen to be under
the domination of the Prince of Lights.'''^ Likewise, there
is the passage about the Angel of Light, "In his hand are
all X'forks of rightoousness, and all spirits of truth are
under his sway,"'''^
The Qumran covenanters' concepts of righteousness
{ "pl^^) and uprightness (TO)'') are firmly based on the
idea of the absolute righteousness of God. The covenanters
firmly held to tho idea that men must be righteous, in the
sense of a relative righteousness; a righteousness not
fixed or eternally secure; a righteousness which basically
meant raoral rightness in the light of the ordinances of
God; and a righteousness which, although it had as a
necessary condition all the self-effort a man could muster
to obey the ordinances of God, was in tho final analysis a
gift of the righteous God, and not attainable purely by
"^^Ibid. , "Tho Book of Hymns", xv, 9-26,
72ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv, 26
{p. 43).
73ibid. , "The �ar of the Sons of Light and tho Sons
of Darkness" , xiii , 1-xiv, 1.
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the works of a man.
Perfection, integrity, blamelessness
T, H, Gaster, in his translation of this Hebrew root
(in its various forms) uses these three English words, per-
I'ection, integrity and blamelessness, all of vrhich are a
part of the meaning of the Hebrew word in its Old Testament
usage, and especially the first two, perfection and integ
rity.
Parallel with the ascription of holiness and right
eousness to God is the ascription of perfection to God,
though such is obviously rarer. For instance, in one of
the hymns, God, or the effect of His presence, is called
the Perfect Light ( QIxTIITX 17X^); or, literally
"Light�Perfection", a strangely compounded word, but
nevertheless very expressivc,'^^ The very combining of the
word for perfection with the v/ord for light excludes the
restrictive idea of simple blamelessness. Rather, God is
pure and absolute perfection, pure light, having a char
acter that cannot adequately be described simply as blame
lessness. In the opening passage of "The Manual of Disci
pline" a part of the ideal life is set forth in the thought
that all of the covenanter's strength must bo controlled
V^Ibid, , "The Book of Hymns", xvii, 1-xviii, 30,
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"by His perfect ways ( p-J11 QSID).^*'^^ On the
other hand, in "The Hymn of the Initiants" the author seems
to be very careful not to use the adjective or verb "perfect"
of God, where he uses instead the word "righteousness",
keeping the word "perfect" to use of raan or God's working
on raan.
Relative to the nature of this perfection, there are
a number of things to be said. First, porfection was
ascribed by these covenanters not only to men as individ
uals, but to the community made of such individuals.
Speaking of the twelve laymen who v;ere to be "schooled to
perfection (Q."^^'^-^ J^)" "^h� community, it is said that
they should "constitute a household of integrity (or per
fection) and truth { J7^X7 Q^^JI JT^JL?) .""^^
So, too, in the "Commentary on Psalm 37" the commentator
seemingly equates the "congregation of God's elect" with
the "men of blameless conduct ,"'''''' Secondly, perfection
with reference to a man was considered as perfection of
his way, or conduct, as he lives (walks, stands) before
God or in His very presence. This is a characteristic
concept of "The Manual of Discipline", where, of course.
75lbid. , "The Manual of Discipline", i, 1-15.
76ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", viii, 1-19.
77ibid., "Commentary on Psalra 37", p. 260,
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the emphasis is on doing tho rules of the community, espec
ially with reference to the Lav; of Moses, Thus, the member
of the community was required to pledge himself to "walk
blamelessly"� "before Hira in conformity with His various
78Laws and dispositions", or "in all their (the members of
the community) v^ays",''"^ or "in the way as God has commanded"
(the way of men of perfect holiness liTX' Qjllp ^ IQOI H "'(Di''^')*
or "in all the ways of God.""-*- In ono of the hymns the
writer equates the righteous with those who are "blameless
(perfect) of conduct (way) ( "Jll '>blOJ7)."^2 In
another hymn the writer speaks of those who "stand blame
less" before God,^-^ Thirdly, this perfection is vitally
related to moral excellence and to the virtues, as they are
commonly understood. Some of these constituent elements
of the life of perfection, or essential blamelessness,
are: self-discipline and honesty vdth oneself in that
effort ; truth , righteousness, and justice; charity (to
7^Ibid,, "The Manual of Discipline", i, 1-15.
79Xbid, , "The Manual of Discipline", i, l6-ii, 18,
^Qlbid, . "The Manual of Discipline", viii, 20-ix, 6,
^^Ibid., "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii, 12,
^^Ibid, , "The Book of Hymns", i, 5-39 (p. 126).
^3ibid., "The Book of Hymns", xvii, 1-xviii, 30,
^4lbld, . "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii, 12,
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those of the corinunity), humility, faithfulness, and
pationee. ^5
Fiually it may be inquired, as was done of the con
cepts of holiness and rightoousness, as to the source of
this perfection of w.-y which the covenantors believed pos
sible in this life. It has been noticod already, under the
preceding discussion of the nature of this |.cr faction that
it was seen to be a life lived blamelessly according to the
Law and before God, and that it was a life characterized by
self-discipline. However, in accord v/ith the findings of
this study on the kimmn concopt of tho source of right
eousness, this is not tho final word to be said about the
source of perfection, �;hilo "The Manual of Discipline"
quite naturally emphasizes the Law of Moses and self-effort,
because of the nature of that document itself, yet tho
hy-nns do see perfection in man as the gift of God, The
writer of one of tho hymns conceived of self-effort and
God's grace as both operative in perfocting a oian, ^-Ith
these words:
Blessed art Thou, 0 Lord, ''h.o puttest the
sonse of discernment into the hearts of
Thy servants, that then- raay walk blar;/:'^-
lessly before Thee, and bo steeled agnj.nst
."11 the devices of v/ickedness. . , .'-^^
^^Ihid., "'The Manual of Discipline", viii, l-I'-U
-6i;3id:. , "The Book of Hymns", xiv, 1-27.
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vsiiile disoernjiont Is necessary to pei/fection of coc.dia.Gt yet
ope ri@y have discerniaent and fofuse to v;al& in tlie light of
it, I'rohatjly othox' of the writers of tiie-SQ Jiy'iiiB rr^r-Xizod.
that, and, so ther.'Q ec-e pas^agos in which it rei^.lized tha'i;,
for iastance, "perfoction of conduct" Hoc not with aortals,
save by Goa�s grace ^ tliroagli His righteoucsttoss .�^ ^'The
IJyan of tiic Initiants" this �*:relia$i0 oii the aocoasity of
(lod�s gro,ce for porfection in !:-ivm is psrtioularly eorjlia-
sized <. It is negatively stated as follov/s, "For apa.i;"t
from fjiee m mail's way eah be perfect, and without Vfill
is nothiag wroufdit,'*^� Llore ,.<>0itlvely oxpi'ossed in a
declaration of ooj-ntaittal is thl^s
To God I corifjilt .say cause. It is Hio to
perfect my way, 'ills to mk� etralsht sjy
heart. He, in Hi I charity, vdll vd.po
away jay transgreesicia,^'^^
i/hil� %he iGat-iiing ajad doing of the revealed coBjeaLaus of
G-od was to constitute perfection in nmif lit eictiiality it
was realised that no imn could claisi absolute perfection
for hinsolf but rather only a relative eacoritiai bleiiie-
loESii0,ss<. i:owev6r, it \.'as believed that Ckxi woult bring
those wliQ thus strove for raoral perfootion of eonduot to
such perfection, by His power and graxi�.
S'^ia., "The Book of iv, d-40 (p, 145),
^^Ibid., fTiie llysua of tho Initiants" ^ ,p. 119.
^'^IMd., "The liyian of the Initiants'^, p� 119, Cf.
p. 1^50,
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Purity ( niJl (Q ), The use of this word by the
Qumran covenanters conveyed three thoughts, which, though
distinct, are nevertheless interdependent. One is ritual
purity* This was not a predominating concept or concern
amongst these covenanters, Hoivovor, it was of considerable
importance in their estimation. This is clear from passages
in "The "^adokite Document" whore there aro regulations con
cerning purifications by water, and tho establishing of the
purity of sacrifices and the house of worship, In "The
Manual of Discipline" there is reference in several instances
to waters of purification, but only for the purpose of bringing
out the fact of the spiritual reality signified by such, or
to speak of the inadequacy of it by itself to cleanse the
91
heart ,
The second aspect, then of purity as seen by these
covenantors is the moral element . It is plainly set down
that intercourse xvith any raan is. to be determined by the
purity of his hand, one of tho two v/orks of true spiri.t-
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uality. Much like the concepts "holiness", "righteous
ness" and "perfection" this concept of purity is closely
linked with the doing of the coimaands of God, In "The
^Qlbid. , "The Zadokite Document", x, 10-13; xi , 16-
xii , 2 �
^^Ibid , , "The Manual of Discipline", pp. 42, 43, 45.
92lbid, , "The Manual of Discipline", ix, 12-l6o
Manual of Discipline", v, 7-20, impurity is equated with
transgression of God's word. Association with all trans
gressors was forbidden under severe penalty. Naturally,
then, ritual washings did not bring about this sort of
purity, in tho minds of the covenanters.
The third aspect of this purity is its communal
aspect. In a vary real sense this was a combination of
the aspects of ritual and raoral purity. Perhaps this was
tlie most important sense in lYhich this word was used by
the Qumran covenanters. It is clear that they had within
their ranks several "degrees of purity". These degrees
of purity evidently signified a person's spiritual and
intellectual status, as viell as his age, if he was under
thirty years of age,^-^ Tho most frequently mentioned de
gree of purity is that which is comraon to all in full
membership, namely, "the communal state of purity
( d'^ZLIJl wTll ntP)' > or, literally, the purity of
the many. 94 There definitely seems to have been something
like degrees of puritj'' and a communal purity amongst the
Essene sect as we know it , especially through Josephus,
and such was possibly true in a modified form amongst the
9^ Ibid , , "Manual of Discipline for the Future Cor.;-r
gation of Israel", pp. 307-B. Cf. "The Manual of Disci
pline", vi, 13-23.
94ibid., "The Manual of Discipline", vii, 15-25.
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Pharisees, There is special mention, too, in these Qmran
v/ritings, of a degree of purity, called the degree of spe
cial sanctity, or tho degree of the specially holy, 'uite
obviously this reference was to the highest degree of purity,
since it referred to the degree which included those who
were entitled to give counsel and pronounce judgment.
Unintentional error was to exclude one from this highest
degree of purity, at least teraporarlly,^^
Love. The concept of love is discussed here under
a separate heading amongst the aspects of the Qumran ethical
ideal, not because it merits such a place from its frequency
or prominence in these writings, but because the covenanters^
conception of love affords an opportunity of striking con
trast with the New Testament teaching on love. In "The
Zadokite Document" there is a list of duties which men must
perform who have entered the covenant. In the list is the
injunction "to love each man his neighbour like himself."
However, the very first item in the list is the command "to
keep away from men of ill-repute, "^^ iSven plainer is the
passage at the end of "Tho Manual of Discipline". It states
that the preceding regulations are for the purpose of
revealing to every man what he is to love and what he is to
95ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", viii, 20-ix, 6.
96ibid, , "The Zadokite Document", vi, 11-vii, 6a,
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hate, "Ho is to bear unremitting hatred tov/ards all men of
ill repute,, , ."97 80, in "The Hymn of the Initiants" the
words aro put into the mouth of the one v/ho enters the coni-
raunity, "I vdll harbor no angry grudge against those that
indeed repent, but neither will I show compassion to any
that turn from the way,"^^ It is clear, from a passage in
99"The Zadokite Document", that the covenanters based this
teaching of hatred tov/ards evil m%n, those outside the
covenant community, on God^s hatred, as it v/as expressed in
the Old Testament, towards sin, and tho exhortations there
in to God*s people to hate evil,^*^^ Hatred towards the
sinner, and consequently, tovmrds one^s enemy, is of course
contrary to the teachings of Christ, and the New Testament
ethical ideal as a whole. As is brought out in tho chapter
of this work on the New Testament othical ideal, love is
central to that ideal.
III. THPi WAY TO THS iiTHIGAL IDEAL OF THE
QUMRAN GOYSNAMTSRS
97ibid, , "The Manual of Discipline", ix, 21-26, Cf.
ix, 12-16.
98ibid., "The Hymn of the Initiantp", p. llg.
99ibid., "The Zadokite Document", vii, 9-viii, 21
(pp, 71-217""
lOOpor example, Psalra 97:10; Proverbs 6tl6; g:13;
Anos 5:15.
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There are a number of areas of invest! oration under
the headi^ng of the way to the ethical ideal, as that way
was conceived by the Qumran covonanters. These are the
doing of God*s laws, including repentance; separation from
sin and sinful men; cleansing; and the role of the Holy
Spirit, Some of these have been discussed to some extent
in the preceding section, but only as they contributed there
to an understanding of the concepts under examination in that
section. It is of course impossible to separate the concept
of the ethical ideal entirely from the conception of the
way to that ideal, because they are logically and in act
uality a part one of the other,
Tho doing of God* s laws. It is observed in the pre
ceding section that tho doing of God^s laws was considered
by the covenanters to be basic to the life of holiness,
righteousness, and perfection. This revival of adherence
to the Mosaic Law and tho prophets' injunctions has some
characteristics of interest. In "The Manual of Discipline"
it is made clear that the "cause of holiness" is tho "cause
of truth", and that adherence to the truth of God is equiv
alent to abiding with all the heart and soul by the command
ments of the Law of Moses, Consequently, one who abides by
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the Mosaic Law may be termed holy. In the opening
^O^Gaster, o�, cit,, "Tho Manual of Discipline",
V, 1-20,
Ill
passage of "The Manual of Discipline" the Law is termed as
"the ordinances of God's truth." The bringing of one's
mind into subjection to the community involved for the cov
enanters a subjection of the mind to "the truth" of God's
precepts, and this resulted in purification of the mind,
something like the self-purif ication mentioned by Peter in
I Peter 1:22. Not only was tho Law considered equivalent to
fulness of truth, but the covenanters interpreted the Law,
or better, conveyed its truth, to men as a v/hole in the
community through the group known as "the specially holy
and blameless." It was they, it seems, v/ho were expected
to judge the community. It is said of anyone who might fall
from this degree of the specially holy, and who mshod to
return to that level, that it must be determined that "his
actions are again in accordance with the interpretation of
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the Law adopted by the specially holy and blameless."
Just what sort of interpretation of the Law did these
Qumran interpreters give? It is plain that tho Law was in
terpreted officially by the covenanters in a rigidly
legalistic manner. For instance, a regulation about Sab
bath observance is as follows:
No one is to do any work on Friday from the
moment that the sun's disk stands distant
from the gate by the length of its own
Ibid., "The Zadokite Document", vii, 9-viii, 21.
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diameter; for this is what Scripture implies
^^'hen it says explicitly, Observe the Sabbath
day to keep it holy. 103
Indeed, the observance of the sabbath was so rigorous that
if a beast were to fall into a cistern or pit, no ono was
to lift it out on the Sabbath. This is, of course, in
striking contrast to the interpretation of the Sabbath by
Jesus, who looked beyond the letter to the spirit and pur
pose of the Law. ^^Tnile it is true, then, that the coven
anters derived a sort of legalistic piety from their strict
adherence to the Law, yet it must be said that they did not
take this tendency to its extreme, as did the Pharisees.
No doubt this is due to the fact that the covonanters so
greatly emphasized the study of the Law itself, and so kept
the emphasis from being shifted to the traditions of men,"''^
Thero are some accompanying, or underlying, atti
tudes which were seen to be necessary to the right obser
vance of the Law. It is these, more than anything else,
that kept the covenanters' observance of the law from be
coming extremely legalistic and glorifying to self.
Repentance is one of those necessary attitudes. At this
point the emphasis of the preaching of John the Baptist is
^^^Ibid. . "The Zadokite Document", x, 14-xi, IB,
lO^Ibid., "The Zadokite Document", x, 14-xi, IS. Cf.
Matthew 12:11-12.
105ibid., "The Manual of Discipline", vi, 1-3 (pp. 49-
50).
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strikingly similar. Ropsntance for these covenanters in
volved not simply a sorrow for sin, but an abandonment of
sin, as is evident in this passage, "So I am come to know
that in Thy loving kindness lies hope for them that repent
and for them that abandon sin...."^^^ It is by repentance
that the covenanters saw that a man could conquer perversity,
as the context of this last quotation reveals. In sub
stance, if not with the use of the word "repent", the same
idea is expressed in "The Manual of Discipline" very clearly,
in the following passage:
This is the rule for all the members of the
community�that is, for such as have de
clared their readiness to turn away from all
evil and to adhere to all that God in His
good pleasure has commanded, 1^7
An attitude closely akin to repentance, and enjoined
by the covenanters, is submission of the whole of oneself
to God and His Laws. In a centrally important passage in
"The Manual of Discipline" on the whole subject of the
ethical ideal is found the following statement, "Only by
the submission of his soul to all the ordinances of God can
his flesh be made clean," Since the community was the
lO^Ibid., "The Book of Hymns", 20-vi, 35 (p. 154).
Cf . "The Zadokite Document", vii, 9-viii, 21 (p. 72-3);
"The Book of Hymns" , xiv, 1-27 (p. 190) ; ii, 2-19 (p. 129) .
107lbid., "The Manual of Discipline", v, 1-7.
lO^Ibld, , "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii , 12.
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embodiment in life of the laws of God, it vxas required of
all that thoy "must bring all of their mind, all of their
strength and all of their wealth into the community of
God."^Q9 Thorough repentance and such a surrender of the
soul, body, and possessions to what was believed to be the
embodied will of a holy God would very largely destroy
personal pride and self-vd.ll. These covenanters realized
that personal pride and self-mil is at the very heart of
sin, and so it must be destroyed. There was no place for
the egotist in this community, as J, M, Allegro, writing on
the Dead Sea Scrolls, points out.'^"''^
With true repentance and submission of soul there is,
of course, the element of obedience. The doing of the Law
is obedience in itself, but the Qumran covenanters empha
sized the duty of obedience simply for the sake of obedience,
and not for the sake of present expediency alone. This
idea of the need for consistency of obedience is clear in a
comment on Habakkuk 1:12, 13 in the "Commentary on the Book
of Habakkuk". There the commentator speaks of those who
kept God's commandments only in time of trouble, and goes
on to say,
This is what the Scripture means by the words,
109ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", i, 1-15.
llOj. M. Allegro. The Dead Sea Scrolls (Baltimore:
Penguin Books Inc., 195o) , p. 102.
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*him who has kept his vision pure that it
could not look upon evil,� The reference
is to the fact that God's elect did not
: o A-whoring after the lust of thoir eyes
during the Era of wickedness,HI
A fourth attitude the covenantors considered nec
essary in the doing of the laws of God is faith. In a very
real sense, of course, obedience of the consistency demanded
by the covenanters implies, or is evidence of, a vital
faith in the one who requires that obedience. This element
of faith is not omphasissed at all in these writings, though
it is expressed through the passages of confidence and
assurance in the hymns. In the "Commentary on the Book of
Habakkuk", there is an interesting comment on Habakkuk 2:4,
which is the key verse of Habakkuk, in its expression of
confidence through faith in God and faithfulness to Him,
The Qumran commentator interprets this to mean that, "On
account of their labor and of their faith in him who ex
pounded the Law aright, God will deliver them from the house
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of judgment." There is detectable here, as well as in
the identification of the laws of the community with the
laws of God, a flaw in the Qumran doctrine of faith. There
seems to have been the tendency to place the trust in the
human organization or community, and its leader, the teacher
�^ Gaster, og. cit . , "Commentary on the Book of
Habakkuk", p. 251.
-^�^^Ibid, , "Commentary on the Book of Habakkuk", p. 253.
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of righteousness. However, there is no indication that this
tendency was carried to the point of placing trust in the
teacher of righteousness exclusively, or oven for the most
part. Basically, the covenanters' faith was in the God of
the Law, -the God of the community, and the God of the
community's leaders.
The covenanters had some strong incentives for do
ing the laws of God, and thereby aohloTirig -the rethical
ideal in this life. First, the fully conscientious doing of
the Ijavr was realized to be pleasing to God, and only that.
So the initiant v/as to pledge to God "to do what is good and
upright in His sight. "�^�^^ Likewise, speaking of God's
"Prince of Lights" , or the "Angel of His truth" , the writer
says, "The one he loves to all eternity, and is ever pleased
^vith its deeds." The linking of the deeds of the Prince of
Lights with the doing of the laws of God by men is, of
course , presumed in this passage. A second incentive to do
the lav;s of God was that the covenanters taught it to be
a necessary prerequisite to God ' s cleansing of the soul. In
other words, man had to do all he could possible do to be
clean and upright , and then God would stop in and do that
which no man can do. The passage quoted above in another
context is especially pertinent here too, "Only by the
Ibid, , "The Manual of Discipline", i, 1-15
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submiosion of his soul to all the ordinances of God can..."
a raan be cleansed, sprinkled, sanctified, equipped to act
ually walk blai'iolossly in God's sight. �^''�^ A third strong
incentive to the doing of the laws of God is the quite
obvious one, that by so doing one could be delivered from
God's judgments. To be free from the liability to punish
ment one had to live up to all the light he could have,
nar.ioly, all the laws of God contained in the Lav/ and the
prophets. The Biblical commentators seem to have been
particularly aware of this motivation to adhere to God's
laws. In the "Commentary on the Book of Micah" the doers
of the Law are said to be those who "will be delivered
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from the Day of Judgment," In tho "Commentary on the
Book of Habakkuk" the righteous are said to be those v/ho
carry out the Law, and it is said of them that thoy v/ill be
116
delivered "from the house of judgment."
Separation, Under the discussion of the ethical
ideal itself, and holiness in particular, there is some
discussion of the fact that the covonanters considered
themselves separated from vdckedness and unto God. Since
separation was for them a part of the v/ay to the ethical
^Ibid, . "The Manual of Discipline", ii , 25-iii, 12,
ll^ibid,, "Commentary on the Book of Micah", p. 239.
^^^Ibid , , "Corairientary on the Book of Habakkuk", p. 253.
ideal it is proper to discuss it hero from the more ne, -
ative aspect of self-separation. For instance, in "The
iManual of Discipline" it is enjoined upon all to "keep apart
from all froward men that walk in tho path of wickedness. "^^''^
Thus, at the end of a code of regulations in "The Zadokite
Document" the purpose of the rules is expressed, that the
enlightened raan may distinguish "clean from unclean" and
"holy from profane", in order that he might determine his
U 1 ^. - n 11^human relations on any particular occasion. However,
this brand of separation was not prompted by a smug self-
righteousness leading to mere legalism. As James Muilen-
burg puts it, "they lived in memory and expectation" like
all the faithful men of Israel, "^^^^ distinguished
them especially was their conviction of the divine election,
to be God's holy community for the atonement long expected
in Israel, Present separation from evil was necessary to
both future salvation individually and future atonement as
a community. This negative self-separation was balanced
by the positive aspects of God's separating choice of them,
and was conditioned by thoir keen perception into the
H^ibid,, "The Manual of Discipline", v, 7-20, Cf ,
"The Zadokite Document" , vi, 11-vii , 6a.
^^^Ibid, , "The Zadokite Document", xii , 19-22,
�^�'�^Jaraes Muilenburg, "The Teacher of Righteousness",
The Reformed Review. XI (January, 195^), p. 1.
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nature of sin as lying in attitude as v;ell as in acts.
Knowledge, These writers have considerable to say
about know 'edge, as is to be expected with thoir great
emphasis on truth. However, the knowledge of these v,rritings
does not have to do v/ith mystical or esoteric experience.
Rather, the emphasis is on discernment and wisdom, "^^^ and
that not as a direct way to attain tho ethical ideal, but
rather as the indirect way of assisting one to know God's
laws and apply them, and as a mark of the mature righteous
one. For instance, in a strongly ethical passage in one of
the hyrons the writer declares that he has reached the
inner vision, vdiereby he has come to know God, for "thou
hast caused a spring of knowledge to well up within rae,"
This knowledge is here spoken of as a fountain of strength,
a floodtide of lovingkindness and zeal, and light. To
know God is to know that He is righteous, that no man is
righteous before Hira, and that God imparts by revelation
121
the knowledge of Himself to them. Knowledge, then, for
the covenanters, is quite naturally linked with the idea of
the fear of God.-^^^ The attainment of true knox^dedge
�^'^^Gaster, bp. cit, , "The Book of Hymns", xvi, 1-19.
121ibid, , "The Book of Hymns", xi, 27-xii, 35 (p. 1^3).
122ibid, . "A Formulary of Blessings", p, 91.
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begins with the day that a man pledges himself to return to
the Law of Moses, for the Qumran covenanters. "^^^ So the
summary of Millar Burrows relative to knowledge in the
Dead Sea Scrolls is generally justifiable. He says,
>.Tiat is meant by knowledge in the scrolls
has to do with the wonders of God's creation,
the fulfillment of prophecy, and the meaning
of the divine laws man muat obey. 124
Knowledge , then, was considered only indirectly as a v/ay to
the ethical ideal, one purpose of it being that a person
might knovv' and do God's laws .
Cleansing. With all of their emphasis upon the doing
of God's laws and separation from sin these covenanters yot
recognized that in themselves, after all their self-effort,
they could but fail to live as they knew they ought to live.
In a hyran of both thanksgiving and confession the writer
recognizes his inability, in his own strength, to stand in
the day of temptation, in the day of God's judgment , and in
the day of death, and cries in eloquent questions, "On what
strength of mine own may I count when Corruption' s snares
are laid,,.v^en the hour of judgment strikes. . .when the
torrents of Death do swirl. . .7^25 The answer is found in
Ibid. , "The Zadokite Document", xv, 1-xvi , 20.
-^^Hlillar Burrows , The Dead Sea Scrolls (New York;
Viking Press, 1955), p. 25^7"
^^^Gaster, 0�. cit, , "Tho Book of Hymns" , iii, 19-36.
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the first portion of the hyran, in the confident assurance
of cleansing from transgression, resulting in communion
vrith the sons of heaven. This concept of cleansing by God
must be more thoroughly examined here, not only because of
its prominence in tho covenanters' literature, but because
of its prominence in the New Testament, as descriptive of
the way to the ethical ideal,
T, H, Gaster translates the Hebrew verb *~?nCP
(taher) by cleanse, purify, and purge, in his translation of
the scrolls. However, the covenanters used other words to
express the same thought. Probably the greatest variety of
words used to express the cleansing act of God is found in
two consecutive sections of "The Manual of Discipline",
ii, 25~iii, 12 and iii, 13-iv, 26, The first passage is
as follov's, "He cannot be cleared { no?"'- -"morally
purified"� intensive form of fT-^T) by more ceremonies
of atonement, nor cleansed ( fKQ"^ ) ^7 si^y ifaters of
ablution, nor sanctified { Ct? "7 "pJQ ) by immersion in
lakes or rivers, nor p^irified { "1 nCQ"* ) any bath,,..
Only thus can all his iniquities be shriven { �
from the verb to cover, purify),"-^ Three different words,
two meaning to purify, and the other, to sanctify, aro used
here in addition to tho more comraon word to cleanse or
purify, "HTliQ (taher) , In all cases in this passage the
Ibid,, "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii, 12
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act is assumed to be God's act, and the result is a moral
purification of man. The presence of the verb "to sancti
fy" in this context is of special interest since the meaning
of the whole context is excliisively moral.
In the following section, iii, 12-iv, 26, a number
of other verbs are used in a similar passage, this time a
passage of confident expectation.
Then, toe, God will purge ( ^"1^11"^ �from the
verb "to purge, purify") all the acts of
man in the crucible of His truth, and refine
(pp'p7) for Himself all the fabric of man,
destroying { Q.J1 r73�derived from Q,^ ^)
every spirit of perversity froBi,within his
flesh and cleansing ( linCP^D him by
the holy spirit from all the effects of vdck-
edness. Like waters of purification He will
sprinkle ( f/� from fl ?^ , "to sprinkle,
expiate") upon him the spirit of truth, to
cleanse (P] � "to remove , put away) him
of all the abominations of falsehood and of
all pollution through the spi rit of filth; to
the end that, being made upright ( (HI? "ICP"* ) . . .
being made blameless ( "'-iJ'Jl ) . . . . "127
The special interest in this passage for this discussion is,
of course , the variety of verbs to express the expectation
of moral purification as an act of God upon men. The pas
sage quoted from the first section seems to speak of cleans
ing of men by God as possible at the present , if the indi
vidual has met the conditions, while this latter passage
seems to speak of the full moral cleansing by God of all
men whom He has chosen at tho time of the final destruction
127ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv, 26.
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of sin.
In the hjimns a favorite figure to express
cleansing is that of a refining .fire. For instance, in one
hyran the variter says that God, to show forth His povv'or, has
vrorked a wonder in mo, passing mo like gold
through a furnace, even through tho action
of fire, and like silver that is refined in
the crucible of the smith, to come forth seven
fold pure, 128
The obvious source of this and other like expressions is
the Old Testament, Tho fact that this and all these other
expressions wore frequently used by these Qumran v/ritors
is evidence of the fact that such language was used and
such thoughts expressed commonly amongst the covenanters.
The source of the cleansing, as is clear from the
above, was seen to be God. Consequently God i-^as seen to be
displaying his mercy and lovingkindness, "'�^9 q-^^ as another
passage has it. His abundant goodness and His righteous
ness,"'"^^ Another passage, still, speaks of God in His
131
bounty cleansing man,
-lien the covenanters thought of the source of this
^2%bid,, "The Book of Hymns", v, 5-19. Cf, v, 20-
vi, 35 {p."137). See Psalm 12:6,
^^^ibid. , "The Book of Hymns", i, 5-39. Cf. xvi,
1-19.
l3Qibid. . "The Hymn of the Initiants", p. 121. Cf.
"The Book o^ Hymns", xi , 27-xii, 35 (p. 181).
^31ibid. , "The Book of Hymns", iv, 5-40.
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cleansing in theological or philosophical terms, they spoke
of God doing the cleansing vdth His Holy Spirit. For ex-
asiple, in "The Manual of Discipline" tho writer speaks of
God as sprinkling upon man the spirit of truth, like waters
of purification, the purpose clearly being raoral cleansing. "'�^
So, in the same passage, and in one of the hymns, the authors
speak of moral cleansing by God's Holy Spirit. Such is tho
importance of this concopt of the Holy Spirit that it de-
serves treatment by itself, which treatment immediately
follows this section.
Self-cleansing is a rare concept in the Qumran writ
ings. One passage that does clearly speak of self-cleans
ing is in one of the hymns , i^ere the author says, "Yea, I
have cleansed ray heart to adhere to Thy holy Law and not to
133
turn aside from aught that Thou hast commanded..,." ^-^
Plainly this self-cleansing is linked \d.th the self-effort
and self-discipline involved in doing the laws of God, some
thing far different than the cleansing usually conceived by
the covonanters, though a necessary prerequisite to that
cleansing which is the act of God,
hliat were thought to be the effects of this cleansing
by God? Cleansing did three things, at least, according to
~^^Ibid. , "Tho Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv, 26.
^33ibid., "The Book of Hymns", xv, 9-26.
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tho covenanters, although thoy quite likely did not realize
such distinctions. First, the}- thought of a cleansing of
guilt and transgressions. -^34 Really, in terras of Christian
theology, this raight better be terraed forgiveness or pardon,
and its accompanying assurance. ^^Jhat the Qumran covenanter
meant by cleansing of guilt was that the burden of guilt
was gone as a result or effect of God's act upon then,
either in present reality, or in expectation. The second
effect of cleansing by God was seen to be the clearssing of
the acquired pollution of constant sinning. Such is tho
case in this passage from tho hymns, "For lo, Thou hast
taken a snirit distorted by sin, and purged it of the taint
of much transgression. "^35 Similar is the passage in
which God is attributed with cleansing man from "the taint
of multifarious \^'rongdoing. . , ."^36 Thirdly, the cleansing
from God was thought of as cleansing from what in Christian
theology would be called a depraved nature. This ia the
least common idea connected mth the concept of cleansing,
but is a part of the philosophical scheme of these coven
anters, Svil was ultimately chargeable to the Angel of
darkness, or spirit of perversity, who confronts every raan
^34jbid. , "The Book of Hymns", v, 20-vi, 35; vii, 26-
33; xvii, 1-xviii, 30,
135ibid., "The Book of Hymns", iii, 19-36,
^36lbid, , "The Book of Hymns", i, 5-39*
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with the possibility of sin from his birth, and so makes
him sin, bringing pollution to him. So, in one passage
the confidence is expressed that God vdll cleanse man
"of all the abominations of falsehood and of all pollution
through the spirit of filth."-*^37 Summing up the effects
of the cleansing from God, as the covenanters saw it, it
may be said that they believed it to be total in its reach
and full in its scope. As well, -ohoir doctrino of cleansing
included both thu aspects of present assurance and futui-e
expectation,
The ultimate purposes, for the covenanters, of this
cleansing were clearly three, one individual, another social,
and the other divinely directed. The purpose to be
achieved individually i,/as the attainment of -^^hat the
covenantors called the inner vision,"^-^^ a tena designating
a full apprehension of God and His truth, a gazing "upon the
true light of life."^39 The collective, or social, purpose
of this cleansing is evident in one of the hymns , in which
the teaching on cleansing by God is present. There it says
that God , by cleansing a soul, gave it "a place in the host
of the holy beings and brought it into communion with the
id. , "The Manual of Discipline'* , iii, 13-iv, 26.
-^3 8 Ibid, , "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv, 26,
^39ibid, , "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii, 12,
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sons of heaven. "-^^^ This spiritual fellowship was one of
the benefits of full salvation for which tho covenanters
obviously longed. Finally, the cleansing from God was seen
to be for the purpose of giving glory and praise to God. In
"The Hymn of the Initiants'' tho author declares that the
cleansing from God is for the purpose, "that I may ackuov/-
ledge unto God His righteousness, ana unto the Host High
.
^. . , ,141nia majestic splcnccr. �
The Holy Spirit. Before considering the role of the
Holy Spirit in the way to the ethical ideal it is proper
to take up the problem of the identity of this Holy Spirit,
to seo if the Holy Spirit may be defined and identified in
these writings.
It is quite evident that the covenanters equated the
Prince of Lights with the Holy Spirit. This is made clear in
that very important section of "The f4anual of Discipline",
iii, 13-iv, 26. There, the Prince of Lights is plainly
equated vdth the Angel of God's truth. The Angel of God's
truth and the spirit of truth are also ono and the same
beings. At the time when truth emerges triumphant over the
spirit of perversity then God will cleanse man by "the Holy
Spirit", sprinkling upon him "the spirit of truth".
l^Ojoid. . "The Book of Hymns", iii, 19-36.
l^llbid. . "The Hymn of the Initiants", p. 121.
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Theroforo it may be said that the covonanters conceived of
the Holy Spirit as a being distinct from God, a being
originating with God ("in the fountain of Light"), and a
being without end,^^^ Furthennore, it is said, in "The
Manual of Discipline", iii, 13~iv, 26, that God loves
this Spirit of truth, or His Holy Spirit, to all eternity.
^Ahiile the most frequent use of the terra "Holy Spirit"
is in the foregoing sense, yet it soems also to be used of a
spirit implanted in each man. Perhaps this is simply an
individualization of the concept of God's Holy Spirit , as
operative in the souls of all men equally vdth the spi rit of
perversity, at birth. For instance , ono of the hymn writers
confidently declares.
Behold , for mine own part , I have reached
the inner vision, and through the spirit
thou hast placed within me, come to know
Thee, my God, 143
In "The Zadokite Document" it is recognized that adulterers
and fornicators "have desecrated the holy spirit within
thera.""^^^ In one passage this holy spirit implanted in
145
each man is called a sound spirit , and in another
I42ibid. , "The Book of Hymns" , xvi, 1-19.
143 Ibid, . "The Book of Hymns", xi , 27-xii, 35 (p. lt>3).
144ibid. , "The Zadokite Document", iv, 12-v, 17. Cf.
vi, 11-vii, 6a,
145ibid. , "The Book of Hymns", ii , 31-36,
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passage "a spirit of uprightness and humility. "^^^ It is
clear that the holy spirit is a gift of God on all crea-
147
tion, and particularly upon men. Consequently, as a
variation of the priestly benediction, and the words,
"The Lord lift up his countenance upon thee", the covenantor
blesses, "The Lord favor thee with the holy spirit, vdth
lovingkindness. "^48
The most important functions of the Holy Spirit as
conceived by the Qumran covenanters may be summed up as
revelation and transformation. These covenanters realized
that the revelation of God and the timth from Him was
necessary to the transformation of men. They conceived of
this work of revelation as the work of the Holy Spirit,
That they believed the Holy Spirit to be the revoaler of
God Himself is evident from this passage in one of the
hymns,
I too have come to know that only of Thy good
pleasure do I share in Thy holy spirit , and
only thus hast Thou brought rae close to an
understanding of Thee, 149
Consequently, by the wafting of God's Holy Spirit upon a
man, as the shining of light from God, that man, who is a
^^^Ibid. . "The Manual of Discipline", ii, 25-iii, 12.
147ibid . , "The Book of Hymns" , xiii, 1-21.
^48i--^j_ci. , "A Formulary of Blessings", p. 88,
149ibid. , "Tho Book of Hymns", xiv, 1-27 (p, 189).
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seeker after truth, finds truth and illumination of the
heart, 150 So it is said that God is ever faithful to all
generations, raising up men to whom He has revealed His Holy-
Spirit, and disclosed the truth, so that none may be innocent
and at the same time live wickedly,-^^-^ Consequently the
covenanters spoke of the revelation through tho prophets
as being "through God's Holy Spirit, "-^^^ This fact of
revelation through the Holy Spirit has a direct bearing on
the achieving of the ethical ideal, of course, as this
passage from one of the hymns makes evident, in which the
author has just spoken of drawing near to God through tho
understandi ng of sharing in God ' s Holy Spirit. He contin
ues by saying.
The nearer I draw to Thee, the more I am
filled with zeal against all that do wick
edness and against all men of deceit . For
they that draw near to thee cannot see thy
commandments defied .... "153
The transforming work of the Holy Spirit , for the
covenanters , was seen to be constituted of cleansing, and
the constant strengthening of the soul which was needed
^^^Ibid. , "The Book of Hymns" , xvii, 1-xviii, 30
(p. 199).
151ibid,, "The Zadokite Document", ii, 2-13, Cf,
"The Book of Hymns" , xvi , 1-19.
^52jbid. , "The Manual of Discipline", viii, 1-19.
153ibid. , "The Book of Hymns", xiv, 1-27.
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consequent to that cleansing. In at loast three different
passages cleansing is definitely attributed to or linked
with the Holy Spirit. In "The Manu-1 of Discipline" there
are tv;o such passages. The ono passage is quoted in the
above discussion on cleansing, but some further facts need
to be brought out here about it, Tho onphasis hero is on
the total destruction of perversity and all its effects by
God, and the full, victorious emergence of truth. The
effecting agent is the Holy Spirit, and the v/hole passage
has a future frame of roference.*^'^^ In the other eassage
in "The Manual of Discipline" tho frame of reference is in
the present, but the cleansing, through tho abiding of tho
Holy Spirit on tho community, is thought of as only a
155
cleansing of guilt and motive. In the passage in the
hymns the author speaks from a present assurance of partial
cleansing, and prays untc God, through the spirit God has
put within him, that God would "bring unto completion
( Q.^^(t) ) ther mercies Thou hast shovm unto Thy servant ,
There is both present assurance and fut uro expectation of
cleansing in this passage, then. The end of this cleansing
by the Holy Spirit is the drawing of the cleansed one to
-^^^Ihid. , "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv, 26
(p. 45).
155lbid. . "The Manual of Discipline", viii, 20-ix, 6.
cleansing him with Thy holy spirit
i56ibi "The Book of Hymns" , xvi , 1-19.
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God in His good pleasure, and the standing in His presence
of that cleansed one forever. This cleansing of the Holy
Spirit is elsewhere described as a renewal of the covenant
by "T^fords of Thy holy ( spirit ,) "�'-57 and as the end of dark
ness, -^^^
The fact that inner strength of soul was considered a
benefit of the Holy Spirit is evident from this passage in
one of tho hymns, where the writer speaks of "my constant
search for Thy spirit, the inner strength which is mine
through the holy spirit. , , ,"-^59 Similar is the passage
in which delight in God's Holy Spirit is connected vdth
God's holding of the writer firm by His truth .^^^^
It is evident that the Qumran covenanterv^s had a
vivid av/arenoss of the Holy Spirit's presence and of the
cleansing and keeping power of God's Holy Spirit in the
ethical life of the individual seeker after the truth. How
ever, there is no indication of a doctrine of tho deity of
the Holy Spirit , or of the Holy Spirit ' s complete domination
^^^ibid, , "The New Covenant", p, 312.
^^^Ibid., "The Book of Hymns" , xi, 27-xii, 35 (p. 1^3).
159ibid. , "The Book of Hymns" , xvi, 1-19.
l^Oibia.. "The Book of Hymns", ix, 2-x, 12 (p. 172).
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and direction of the life as in the New Testament. The
doctrine of the Holy Spirit in these writings may well bo
seen as transitional, botwoen the Old aad New Testaments,
but yet with some admixture or influence upon it from pagan
sources, possibly Iranian. However, tho idea of God's
cleansing work as the work of the Holy Spirit is a remark
able anticipation of the New Testament teaching relative to
the way to the ethical ideal, oven though it is based on the
Old Testamont, and on such rere passages in it as Ezokial
36: 22-31.
IV. THe MOTIVATIONS AMONGST THZ- QUMRAN
COVSFAKT^RS TOWARDS TH,i5 STHICAL IDEAL
There were two factors which had the effect on the
covenantors of encouraging them to strive towards the achiev
ing of the ethical ideal, The^o two factors were, the
desire for a mystical union vdth truth, with its result of
an immediate experience of God's presence; and the eschat-
alogical teachings of tho sect, with the hope of a full
renewal and the total annihilation of evil.
There are at least four passages in those writiags
where the idea of mystical insight and spiritual knowledge
is explicitly stated as the goal of tho righteous . In "The
Manual of Discipline" this purpose of being cleansed from
all ird.quitios is expressed in the two sectior s from ii, 25
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to iv, 26, In the first it is stated that the purpose is
that tho cleansed, and essentially blameless, man can then
Gaze upon the true light of life, and thus achieve union
vdth God's truth. This uniting \dth God's truth is possible
only to those cleansed and liable to the workings of the
Holy Spi rit. -^"-^ In the other section it is plainly stated
that the end of the cleansing from God is that, being made
upright and blameless, the recipient may be endowed with the
inner vision, which consists of an understanding of tran
scendental, or other-worldly knowledge, that sort of know
ledge which is common to "the sons of heaven. "-^-^^ It is
clear, from the hymns, that this "vision of knovalodge" , as
one hymn expresses it, v-as held before the general raembor-
ship as both desirable and attainable. So in the one hyran,
iv, 5-40, tho author is quoting the words of a scoffer and
enomy of the sect, who "cai.d of the vision of knowledge, 'It
is not sure', and of tho way Thou desirest, 'There is no such
taing.'" Sceptics, in commenting yet today on vital Chri st-
ian exporiencG and its assurance, and on the way of holiness
desired by God of men in this life, still comment in much
the same manner. So, in that day the mystical vision
IkM* > "The Plariual of Discipline", ii , 25-iii,
12 (p, 42),
l62ibid, , "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv,
26 (p. 46),
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which implied a personal, experiential knowledge of God was
coveted by these covenanters, and scoffed at by thoir crit
ics. A remarkable passage of testimony to this spiritual
experience and level of living is found in the hymn of
columns xi, 27-~xii, 35. The passage goes, in part as
follows:
Behold, for mine own part, I have reached the
inner vision, and through the spirit Thou hast
placed within me, come to know Thee, my God....
Through Thy holy spirit, through Thy mystic
insight. Thou hast caused a spring of know
ledge to well up within me.... Thou hast put
an end to ray darkness, and tho splendor of Thy -^^
glory has become unto me as a light everlasting,
It is clear from the context that this experience of personal
spiritual knowledge and light excludes sin, and is reserved
for those who, by God's goodness and grace, have risen
beyond the life of conscious sin.
The second powori'ul incentive to strive towards the
othical ideal was tho strong consciousness implanted within
the minds and hearts of the coverfanters of an impending
annihilation of sinners and all sin, and the imrainent
renewal of all thin^^s, with its rev/an; s for the blameless.
One must understand tho beliefs of the sect which
gave rise to the expectation of future rewards and the
anrdhilation of evil. In "The Manual of Discipline" it is
explained that man v^as created by God, and at man's creation
Ibid. . "The Book of Hymns", xi , 27-xii, 35.
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God appointed the two spirits to dominate man, representing
good and evil, God has a time appointed for the termination
of the existence of tho spirit representing evil, and the
existence of all yielded to his domination. At this time,
called the time of Inquisition, or visitation of God in
judgment, evil and sinners vdll be totally annihilated,"^^^
It is this time of Inquisition, then, that is focal in tho
thinking of tho covenanters about tho future.
In the light of this imminent day of judgment duty
came to occupy a place of great importance in the covenant
ers' thinking, and ethically right conduct became centrally
important , Individually, the prospect of imminent final
judgment caused the covenanters to look upon the present
as a time when the way was being prepared in the vdlderness,
in the language of the Old Testament and John tho Baptist .
The conclusion was that it behoved the covenanters to under-
165
stand and keep away from perversity and evil men. Strict
living in the light of coming judgment is enjoined with the
word s , "He is to 00 zealous to carry out every ordinance
punctiliously, against the Day of Requital. "^^^ Patience in
righteous livi r � is enjoined in the "Commentary on the Book
^^^xbid. . "Tho Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-iv, 26.
^^^loid. , "The Manual of Discipline", xi, 16-21.
l^^Ibid . , "The Manual of Discipline", ix, 21-26.
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of Habakkuk" with the passage as follov/s.
This is addressed to the men of truth, the men
who carry out the Law, who do not relax from
serving the Truth even though the final mom
ent be long drawn out. Assuredly, all the
times appointed by God will come in due
course, , . .167
Collectively, the sect, as the followers of the Teacher of
Righteousness, conceived of itself as making atonement for
the earth, and preparing the way for God to bring in the
renewal of the land and the annihilation of evil. This
atoning "preparation of the way" by the community could only
be done if the comriunity as a whole was pure and its members
all blameless. The covenanters saw this atoning work as
the purpose of tho covenant rolationship mth God, and
they held right living on tho part of the community members
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as necessary to the keeping of that covenant,
Tho Qumran covenanters did believe in the reality of
everlasting life, with its rewards, and this belief spurred
them on to live lives of moral uprighthesF, For the most
part, the rev^,rds of the righteous aro described in the
general terras of fellowship, glory, joy, and honor, amid
^67ibid,, "Gomraontary on the Book of Habakkuk", p, 253.
^^^Ibid,, "Manual of Discipline for the Future Con
gregation of Israel", p, 307.
I69ibid, , "The Manual of Discipline", viii, 1-19
(pp. 55-6),
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puro lir^ht, and these forever. �^70 t^q^q j_s Q^e passage
indicating the hope for Buore niaterial rewards, which is as
follo^^s, "out the righteous shall be destined to enjoy the
rich delights of heaven and to be glutted on the yield of
the earth, "-^71
1V2The fate of the wicked, annihilation, could also
be used as a motive to righteousness, though hardly as a
powerful motive. However this judgment of annihilation was
not to be executed vdthout severe punishment, not without
"God's anger" and "His fury ,, .poured forth" ar^d "His rage",
thundering forth in a raging blaze throughout the uni
verse, -^73 prospect of a God of such angor would per
suade some, at least, to bo done vdth their sins, and to
seek to be accounted blameless.
The rapturous mystical experience of knowing God
personally through tho inner vision, the everlasting joys
of the righteous in God's glorious presence, and tho terrors
of tho day of judgmort�these constituted the chief motiv
ations to present holy living for the Qumran covenanters,
�^"^'^'iMjj, , "The Manual of Discipline", iii, 13-lv, 26,
Cf, "The Booh of Hymns", iii, 3-18; xi , 3-14; "A Porraulary
of Blessings", section G (p, 89).
^71ibid. , "The Kew Covenant", p, 311.
^^^xbid, , "The Coming Doom", p, 313, passira.
^73 Ibid, , "The Book of Hymns", iii, 19-36.
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V. THi. RELATION 0? Tllh TiilACHER OF RIGKTEOUSKJlSS
TO 'Hm ETHICAL IDSAL
Tho person of the Teacher of Righteousness is dis
cussed horo, not for the purpose of attempting to establish
some historical anchorage for the Dead Sea Scrolls, but
rather to explore his character and role in relation to this
community, v/ith particular reference to the ethical ideal
of the community. The fact that there are actually few
references in these writings to this person, compared with
the place of Jesus Christ in the Nov.; Testament, is evidence
in itself for the stand taken by some at loast, that the
Teacher of Righteousness actually does not belong so much
174
to the faith of the sect as to its history, Heverthe-
less , since there has been so much controversy over the role
of this personality, in comparison vath Chri st , he is dis
cussed here as a teacher of the Law, the leader of the
community, a priest, a propiset, and as a Ihossiah,
The Teacher of Righteousness was regarded preemin
ently as he -'who expounds the Law aright , an interpreter
of the Law, -^75 whose interpretations v/ere held to be
correct. His very name might also mean "the true teacher",
174h . H. Rowley, "The Teacher of ..i-ht oousness and
the Dead Sea Scrolls", Bulletin of tho John Ry lands Library,
:-ia?'c vehber? ^"^^ (September, 1957), ^^h.
^75Qaster, 0�. cit . , "Commentary on the Book of
Habakkuk" , pp. 249, 252.
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176"the right teacher", and "the authentic expositor." So
in "The Eadokito Document" there is this explanation of the
chief role of this personality,
God took note of thoir deeds, how that they
v-rere seeking Him sincerely, and Hq raised
up for them one who would teach the Law
correctly, to guide them in the v/ay of His
heart. . . .177
Probably the interpretation of the Teacher of Righteousness
was eschatological, without much regard for the historical,
according to tho type of interpretation of the commentators
whose v/ork is extant, -^78 Possibly this accounts for the
violent opposition there apparently was against him and his
followers, of which these writers speak, especially in the
commentaries. The combination of the moral injunctions of
the Lav^ with a strong eschatology was too much for the
self-satisfied religionivSts of his day.
In "The 2adokite Document" this "right teacher" of
the Lav;, ivho is aaid to have repaired to Damascus, and is
called tho "star" (Numbers 24:17) is also called the
179
"sceptre", since he was the leader of the coffimunity too.
176janies Muilenburg, "Tho Teacher of Righteousness",
The Reformed Review, XI (January, 1958) , 3.
177Gaster, 0�, cit. , "Tho Zadokite Document", i, 1-ii,
12.
178jbdd,, "The Zadokite Document", i, 1-ii, 12 (p, 62),
179lbid,, "The Zadokite Document", vii, 9-viii, 21.
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That the community, even after his death, should feel so
strongly the -^jvorif^s done to him at the hand of his enemies,
as the story is reflected in "The Zadokite Document" and in
tho Biblical commentaries, is evidence that he was indeed
a strong personality, and tnat he had roniarkably imprinted
his personality and beliefs on his followers.
That the teacher of Righteousness was also a priest
is evident from a passage in tho "Commentary on Psalm 37",
which says, "This refers to the pri o st , the raan who expounds
the Law correctly .... ""'"^^ It is certainly fitting that the
priest should be also the expounder of the Law, and it is
probable that this fact annoyed greatly the many priests of
the day who had come to view their job as something merely
perfunctory. As a priest, then, he called men to a holiness
and purity which was more than ceremonial.
That this personality i-ms considered as a prophet is
not so clear as some v.'ould make it out to be. But at least,
in the "Commentary on the Book of Habakkuk" the "right
teacher" is attributed vdth special insight into the deeper
181
implications of the v;ords of the prophets. It is true
that the sect did expect a prophet to be raised up by God
in the future , according to the promise of Deuteronomy
Ibid � � "Commentary on Psalm 37", p. 261.
l^^Ibid . , "Cora iontary on the Book of Habakkuk", p. 252
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18:18, but it is not at alX clear that they expected their
former "right teacher" to be raised up as that prophet.
The problera of the Messianic role of the teacher
is tho most pertinent aspect of this discussion to the
subject of tho ethical ideal as hold by tho Qumran
covenanters. Some have seized upon the mention of the
183
priestly and lay Messiahs in these vjritings, and linked
the teacher of righteousness up with this mosaianic idea, in
an attempt to sec this teacher as parallel to Christ in His
messianic role. It does soem, from one passage in "The
Zadokite Document", that the sect expected the resurrection
of the teacher, with these words , ". . .until such time as
the true Expositor arises at the end of days.""^^^ However,
since at the end of days all tho righteous vmre to enter
into thoir rewards, it is natural that the teacher of right
eousness who had died should be expected to rise again and
take over his past role, if indeed this is the interpreta
tion of this passage. The point at question, of course, is
v/hether faith in the teacher of righteouRucss Vv^as seen to
bring salvation to tho covenanters. It has been shovTi
already that in general in these v/ritings salvation came
(p. 68).
�^^^Ibid,, "The Manual of Discipline", ix, 8-11.
^^^Ibid. , "The Manual of Discipline", ix, 8-11.
^^^Ibid. , "The Zadokite Document", vi , 17-vi, 11
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through a reliance directly on the righteousness and mercy
of God, combined with a conscientious doing of the Ija-w, In
one passage, in the "Commentary on the Book of Habakkuk",
on verse 2:4 of Habakkuk, the commentator does indicate
that faith in hira who expounded the Law aright, along with
self-effort, would cause God to deliver a man from judgment.
Some have thus concluded that the teacher of righteousness
18 5
was considered as more than human, as a true Messiah.
llowever, as Millar Burrows points out, thero are a number
of elements to faith, only one of which would imply that
they believed the teacher to be more than raan. That is,
they could well have seen hira as simply a man, and yot be
faithful to him and have full confidence in him,-^�'^ There
is, indeed, no other passage in those writings which could
indicate that the covenanters believed the cleansing and
perfecting of a man's \'ay to bo given by God on account of
atonement by this Teacher of Righteousnoss. As Jaraos Muil
enburg has put it, "Nowhere in all the Dead Sea Scrolls do
we encounter anything which bears serious comparison v-ith
isy
the person which looks at us from tho gospels."
185Charles T. Fritsch, The Qumran Community (Hew
York: Macmillan, 1956), p. 82.
�^^^illar Burrows, The Dead Sea Scrolls (Kew York:
Viking Press, 1955) , p. 335.
ISVMuiionburg, 0�. cit., p. 9.
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In concluding this chapter, it can be said, first,
of the Qumran doctrine of sin, that the covonanters had a
practical interest in sin, their desire being tho destruc
tion of all sin, whether it be sin as an act, or sin in its
censequences of guilt and pollution. The covenantors con
ceived of sin as residing in tho flash, but not as an in
evitable property of the flesh. Rather, sin v/as seen to be
perversion, or perversity, and subject to the cleansing and
destroying power of God, But to appropriate that gift of
God one's stubborness in sin had to be ended. The ethical
ideal to be reached was described as holiness, implying
separation unto God, with its moral implications; righteous
ness, or moral straightness and rightness; perfection of
conduct, or bJa; -selessness in keeping tho whole of God's
laws; and purity, or moral cleanness. It is evident that
these terns have no meaning v?hat soever vlthout a standard
of conduct , that standard being Sod's revealed laws, and
especially the Mosaic Law, Deliverance from sin, and into
the state of moral holiness, righteousness, perfection and
purity, was seen to be by: repentance; the separation of
self from all evil and evil men; tho full and conscientious
doing of all God's revealed laws; and trust in God Himself
for the ultimate cleansing of the soul from all sin through
His Holy Spirit, Tho covenantors v/cre taught to proas on
to this ideal because, on the one hand, one might attain to
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a state of eligibility for a personal knovrledge of God
through mystical union v/ith God's truth, and be on the \vay
to eternal felicity; and on the other hand, there was the
prospect of terrifying punishment ending in annihilation
for the sinner and for all sin, Tho "right Teacher" of these
writings occupied no significant place in the attainment of
the ethical ideal by the covenanters, except as the influ
ence of his own teachings on the Law, and of his ovm holy
life, v^s felt on the future generations of the Qumran sect.
CHAPTER �1
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Since one of the imriediate purposes of this study-
has been to ascertain the ethical ideal of these Qumran coven
anters it is appropriate to sumraarize the findings of the
study about that ideal here. Following that summary is a
consideration of the findings of this study on tho relation
of the covenanters' othical ideal to the ethical ideal of
the Old Testament. The relevance to the study of the inter-
tostamental ethical ideal as it is expressed by various
groups within Judaism of the inter-testaraental period has
then been considered. Finally, the relevance of the Qumran
covenanters' ethical ideal to the New Testament ethical
ideal has been discussed in this chapter in the light of
the findings of the whole study.
It has been pointed out that, according to all the
information available, Essenism was based upon a determined
life-denial, and that "The Manual of Discipline" of these
1
covenanters generally accords with this fact. Perhaps
even more obviously in accord with this idea of an othical
ideal consisting of a life-denial and the doing of known
duty is the teaching of "The Zadokite Document". However,
^Melville Chaning-Pearce, "Tho ChriBtian Significance
of the Dead Sea Scrolls," Tho Hibbort Journal, LV (October,
1956), 44-45.
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allowance must be made for the fact that these documents are
by their very nature books of discipline, and so the
emphasis is properly on duty in them. The necessity of
living up to the Law of Moses in all particulars is emphasized
in these v/ritings as that which constitutes holiness ,
blamelessness, and purity. On the other hand, in the other
more subjective vaultings, and especially "The Book of
Hymns", the individual covenantors expressed the realization
that in the final analysis a man cannot be fully righteous
or perfect before the Law \d.thout God's help. Of course,
such a distinction betv/een these different vvritings is only
one of a relative emphasis. There is really no contradiction
in these writings between tho two emphases, that of self-
effort in order to achieve the ethical ideal possible in
this life, and that of God's grace as necessary to that
achievement. That which gave meaning to tho concepts of
holiness, righteousness, perfection, and purity xms the
fully conscientious and earnest doing of the knovm lav/s
of God, accompanied by true repentance, self- submission,
consistent obedience, and a faith in God perraeated by
expectancy.
Turning to the relation of the C-iumran ethical ideal
to the Old Testaraent ethical ideal, it has been found in the
course of this study that the Quioran concepts of holiness,
righteousness, and perfection, are quite similar to those
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respective Old Testament concepts. Holiness, in the Old
Testament, primarily means separation from known sin^ and
obedience and devotion to the Qod of Israel, the Law of
Moses beir^ the guide to the understanding both of sin and
of God, In other v^ords, holiness to the men of Old
Testament times involved moral, ceremonial, and nationalistic
elements. For the Qumran covenanters holiness involved
perhaps a greater emphasis on the ethical or moral element,
and somewhat loss of an emphasis on the ceremonial element.
Separation, for the covenanters, was, however, sectarian
rather than nationalistic.
Righteousness in the Old Testament is found to mean
basically correctness without deviation, and is closely
allied vath the thoughts of justice and truth. The Qumran
concept of righteousness is practically identical, and is
obviously derived from the Old Testament, The covenanters
used this concept most frequently of God as absolute
rightness, and of a relative rightness in men which never
theless was unattainable by self-effort, but rather was to
be received as a gift of God,
Tho concept of integrity, or blamelessness as to
intention, is practically identical in the Old Testament
and in tho Qumran va-itings. Unlike the Old Testament emphasis,
however, the covenanters preferred this word meaning
blamelessness or integrity over the word righteousness, to
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describe the presently attainable experience and life of
a man. Thoir desire to distinguish between God's absolute
and man's relative ethical status is clear from this fact.
Purity, ir the Qumi'an v/ritings, while it has the
ceremonial connotations raost common to the Old Testament
concept, conveys more the meaning of an ethical and sectarian
purity, and is closely allied to the Qumran concept of
separation.
The Qumran concept of tho idly Spirit, v/hile it
doubtless has its roots in tho Old Testament teaching
about a holy and a spiritual Qod, has more affinities vath
inter-tostamental thought than vath the Old Testament teaching
on the subject.
Turning, then, to the relevance of inter-testamontal
thought to the Qumran ethical ideal, thero are a number of
conclusions to be drawn. It must be noted, first, that the
Qumran covenantors shared v/ith the Chasidim and the Essenes
an earnestness in searching for holiness, or piety of life.
Secondly, in common with the Pharisees, thoy viewed: sin as
defilement which demanded cleansing, and conceived, of the
power of sin as a personalized force, the yetsser hara
according to the Rabbis, and the spirit of perversity, in
Qumran terminology. Again, like the Chasidim and tho
Pharisees, their search for piety vras inseparably linked
v/ith a revival of observance of the Mosaic Law, It is
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truG, too, that the OAimran community, with its emphasis
on ritual purification, has something else in comraon vlth
tho inter-testamontal period in Judaism, However, the
covenanters, unlike the Pharisees, conceived of ritual
purification as only effective for the ono who measured
up to the norm ethically and religiously. Then, too,
the Qumran covenanters shared with the Pharisees the belief
that there was to be a future life and an eschatological
deliverance into that future life for God's people.
Another aspect of the religious life of tho Qumran com
munity which is characteristic of intor-testamental Judaism
is the emphasis on mystical union with God , and the place
of the Holy Spirit in tho achieving of that union. It is
true that the Qumran covenanters did speak of the Holy Spirit
more, in this connection, than the Rabbis. Finally, it
ought to be noticed that in both the Qumran writings and
the inter-testamental vrritings there is no philosophical
attempt to reconcile determinism and free will in the
matter of a man becoming ethically right. Rather, both
sets of writings, in their general tenor, seem to teach
that a man's quest for the ethically right life is a
cooperati'^^e venture v/ith God. From these few points of
comparison made here it is quite clear that the Qumran
covenantors' ethical ideal can be seen simply as a sectarian
development and a spiritual refinement of the inter-testamontal
ethical ideal.
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As to the conclusions to be dra^'m concerning the
relevance of tho Qumran covenanters' ethical ideal to the
How Testanent ethical ideal, there are both comparisons and
contrasts to be made. The Qumran covenanters' emphasis upon
the inner vision, or the mystical union of the soul with
God and His truth, as the ultimate in religious experience,
may bo compared with the New Testaraent emphasi? upon the
life lived in the Spirit. The covenanters saw the inner
vision as made possible by the cleansing gift of a holy
spirit from God's Holy Spirit, this innor vision to follov/
the self-cleansing of obedience to the Lav.- and tho cleansing
of the soul by God's Holy Spirit. The Nevj Testament em
phasizes the life lived in the Holy Spirit, which life is
a life cleansed from sin by the cooperative work of the
recipient and God, In both the covenanters' teaching and
the llcv Testament teaching it is taught that man must do
all he can do by way of repentance and separation from all
known sin, and then turn to God in the end in order to be
cleansed and perfected ethically. It is a fact that both
in the Qumran writings and in the New Testament there is
continually expressed the thought that God must bo the
ultimate purifier of the heart of sinful raan.
Since these likenesses are evident, it may fairly
be asked, in what does the superiority of the Jlew Testamont
ethical ideal consist? It is the conviction of this vaiter
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that that which distinguishes the New Testament ethical
ideal from all other ethical ideals, including that of the
Qumran covenantors, is the Now Testament's insistence
that love is the ruling principle of life vh-ieri life is lived
as it ought to be lived. All the New Testainent writers
concur in witnessing to the fact that tho religion of
Jesus Christ may bo suraraed up in tho lo-^/ing of God whole
heartedly and the loving of one's follow man with the perfect
love v.fhich God implants in yielded human hearts. Jesus is
recorded to have sale, "Ye have hoard that it was seid,
Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate thine enemy: but I
say unto you. Love your enemies,...." it is just possible
that Jesus had in mind the Qumran covon.-rters, amongst
others, when making thi a statement by way of introducing
His statemep.t on the sumjnum bonum. The Qumran covenantors
conceived of the otiiicai ideal as T.he doing of the Mosaic
Law to the extent that a man could obey it, and tho casting
of oneself upon God as the ultimate Purifier, Christianity
teaches that love, implanted in the human soul by God's
Spirit, makes possible the fulfilling of the I-aw, and is
the "bond of perfectness" , binding together into living
word and action tho concepts of holiness, righteousneas ,
3
perfection, and purity.-^
�Matthew 5: 43 , 44.
Colossians 3:14.
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Gathering together tho conclusions dravm from this
study, it may be said in general that tho prominent elements
of the Qumran ethical ideai are firmly based upon the Old
Testament; that the Qumran ethical ideal is a sectarian
development and a spiritual refinement of the various
aspects of the ethical thought of the inter-testamental
period; and that, while it remarkably parallels or
anticipates much of tho Neif Testaiaent teaching about the
ethically ideal life, yet it is defective as set over against
the Nev>; Testamont ethical principle of perfect love.
It is felt by this writor that there is much of a
doctrinal and topical nature in the so Qumran '.vritings
which can ho studied inductively with profit by devout
Christian scholars. For instance, a study of the Qumran
doctrino of God would most certainly be inspiring and inter-
oFting for the sake of comparison with tho Biblical doctrine.
This study has j-e.st touched upon that matter. Practically
any of the Christian doctrines might with profit be compared
with the parallel C'umran doctrines. Topically, further
study might vdth great profit be done on these .Qumran
writings in the area of the covenant. wSuch studies, if
done by honest and devout Christian scholars, should lead
to both an appreciation of these men of Qurnran, and to an
even far greater appreciation of the Christian heritage.
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